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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
A MULTI-WAVELENGTH STUDY OF THE DISK WINDS AND THEIR ROLE IN
THE AGN STUDIES
Active galactic nuclei (AGNs) are located at the centers of massive galaxies and are the
most luminous objects in the universe. Each AGN embeds a super-massive black hole
which produces outflows of gas, or winds. These winds are important because they provide
a reasonable physical basis for the connections between the black hole and the properties
of their host galaxy. While AGNs have been extensively studied, several fundamental
questions about them are yet to be answered. These include the structure and dynamics of
the central source and their winds, and questions regarding the evolution of these galaxies.
NGC 5548 is a bright and well-studied AGN that has been the target of many moni-
toring campaigns since 1987. The most extensive observations were in 2013 and 2014, in
which its emission and absorption lines behaved in an anomalous way that had never before
been seen. For a two-month period during the observations, emission and absorption lines
did not respond to the variations of the continuum – the HST team said that the spectral
lines had “gone on holiday”. The main goal of my thesis is to model the pan-spectral data
available for the NGC 5548 not only to explain the abnormal holiday, but also to use the
data as a laboratory to investigate the inner structure of the AGNs and their evolution.
Here I explain the physics by which the variations of a disk wind produce the observed
holiday. The disk wind acts as a shield between the central source and the clouds that
produce the emission and absorption lines. I simulate the behavior of the wind to explain
the holiday, and also investigate and model the general characteristics of such winds to
predict their effects on the observations. My newly proposed models lead to novel tools
to detect the footprint of the disk winds in the observations and track their evolution. This
project is a systematic study of UV and X-ray spectroscopic signatures of the wind in the
NGC 5548 and is widely applicable to the family of AGNs. Although the comprehensive
data set that is used here belongs to one AGN, the results are applicable to all AGNs.
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 What is an AGN?
AGNs (Active Galactic Nuclei) are the compact central regions of massive galaxies and
the most luminous objects in the universe. Because of their high luminosity, they can be
detected at very high redshift and emit across the entire electromagnetic spectrum. This
brightness results from the accretion of matter into a super-massive black hole (SMBH) at
their center. The mass of the central black hole and the mass accretion rate are the two
most important properties scientists wish to determine (Peterson & Grier 2012).
The main sub-classes of AGNs are called “quasars” and “Seyfert” galaxies. Quasars are
extremely luminous with a tremendous power resulting from the accretion of matter into
their central super massive black hole. Their super massive black hole has a mass ranging
from millions to billions of times the solar mass. Seyfert galaxies are known to have high
surface brightness and their spectra includes strong, high-ionisation emission lines.They
are powered by the same process as in quasars and have a luminosity between 108 and
1011 solar luminosities. The principal difference between these two categories is due to the
amount of the energy distributed by the central engine: In quasars the nuclear source is
100 times brighter than all of the stars included in the galaxy, however in a Seyfert galaxy
the brightness of the nucleus is almost equal to the total brightness of the stars (Peterson
1997).
1.1.1 super massive black hole
It is now broadly accepted that SMBHs are present in most massive galaxies (Kormendy
& Richstone 1995; King 2003). This implies that most of the galaxies had been an AGN
when the black hole was in an active phase (Lynden-Bell 1969). Furthermore, the presence
of an observed robust correlation between the black hole and bulge mass (Kormendy &
Richstone 1995; Magorrian et al. 1998; Gebhardt et al. 2000a; Ferrarese & Merritt 2000)
shows that there is a relation between the evolution of the central black hole and its host
galaxy. These show that investigating the structure of the AGN and black hole mass will
provide crucial information regarding the evolution of the massive galaxies (Gebhardt et
al. 2000; King 2003; Häring & Rix 2004; McLure & Dunlop 2004).
Measuring the mass of the central black hole is challenging. There are indirect methods
such as the M-σ relation that correlate stellar velocity dispersions with the mass (Ferrarese
& Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000). The relationship between black hole mass and the
galactic bulge luminosity is another way to estimate the mass of the BH. This “Magorrian”
relationship (Magorrian et al. 1998) is an indirect method to estimate the BH mass (Bentz et
al. 2009). The good correlation between the mass of the central black hole and the physical
properties of the surrounding stellar bulge provides evidence that black holes play a key
role in the evolution of galaxies (Häring & Rix 2004).
Reverberation mapping (RM) is the fundamental method for determining the inner
structure and mass of AGNs. RM measures the “lag” between the continuum and the
1
emission-line variations. This time delay reflects the distance between the central contin-
uum source and the broad line region (BLR). One can find the mass from the velocity,
determined by the Doppler broadening of the line, and the distance, determined from the
lag, by applying the virial theorem. Having the black hole mass and AGN geometry in
hand, we can find answers for questions like; How does the black hole mass correlate with
properties of the galaxy? How can these be used to trace the evolution of galaxies through
feedback processes, measure the black hole mass, and chemical evolution of the galaxy?
Determination of AGN structure is possible through studying its outflows, the disk
winds. These outflows are powerful highly ionized winds which are a common feature
in X-ray and UV spectra of luminous AGNs. They are likely to play a role in the es-
tablished relationship between the SMBHs and their surrounding environment (King &
Pounds, 2015). These winds might affect the evolution of both the black hole and their
host galaxies (Hamann et al. 2019). This supports the idea that AGN winds are an effective
tool to transfer energy to the intergalactic medium (IGM) as required by the existence of
large-scale outflows in most ultraluminous infrared galaxies (Tombesi et al. 2015). Under-
standing the mechanism of the outflows is the path toward understanding the evolution of
the quasars and galaxies.
1.2 NGC 5548 as a template for AGNs
NGC 5548 is a Type I Seyfert galaxy with a bright active nucleus. It is approximately
75 Mpc away with a redshift z =0.017. This object was one of the first AGNs in which
broad emission-line flux variability was detected (Peterson et al. 1982; Stirpe, de Bruyn,
& van Groningen 1988) and one of the first AGNs for which extended monitoring cam-
paigns were undertaken (Peterson 1987; Netzer et al. 1990; Rosenblatt & Malkan 1990;
Wamsteker et al. 1990). This target has been intensively monitored since the 1970s in
which broad emission-line flux variability was detected and for which extended monitor-
ing campaigns were undertaken. It provides a unique long-term baseline for exploring the
time-dependence of emission and absorption-line variability, and a test of reverberation
results that ought to be immutable over time (e.g., the BH mass). As explained below,
the most intensive observations of this source had been performed in 2014 by the STORM
project, in which some exceptional discoveries were uncovered.
In 2013 and 2014, NASA & ESA awarded an unprecedented amount of time on six
space observatories (Hubble space telescope (HST), Chandra, Swift, INTEGRAL, NuS-
TAR, and XMM-Newton), to make a definitive study of NGC 5548. The “AGN space
telescope and optical reverberation mapping (STORM)” project (DeRosa et al. 2015; Edel-
son et al. 2015; Fausnaugh et al. 2016; Goad et al. 2016; Mathur et al. 2017; Pei et al.
2017; Starkey et al. 2017; Dehghanian et al. 2019a; Kriss et al. 2019; Horne et al. 2020;
Dehghanian et al. 2020; Williams et al. 2020; Dehghanian et al. 2021) and the “Anatomy of
the AGN NGC 5548” (Kaastra et al. 2014; Mehdipour et al. 2015, 2016; Arav et al. 2015;
Ursini et al. 2015; Di Gesu et al. 2015; Whewell et al. 2015; Ebrero et al. 2016; Cappi et
al. 2016) campaign carried out the observations and revealed some surprising behavior.
2
1.2.1 The anatomy campaign: the line-of-sight obscurer
The “Anatomy of the AGN in NGC 5548” campaign, hereafter “the anatomy” campaign,
observed the AGN in 2013 and 2014 using the XMM-Newton, Swift, NuSTAR, INTE-
GRAL, Chandra, and HST satellites along with two ground-based observatories (Mehdipour
et al. 2015). The main result of these extensive observations was to detect a heavy absorp-
tion in X-ray spectra of NGC 5548 (Mehdipour et al. 2015). This was the first time that
such a heavy absorption was detected in NGC 5548. This absorption was caused by an ob-
scurer located between the observer and the black hole (Kaastra et al. 2014). The obscurer
is an ionized gas that filters the spectral energy distribution (SED) produced by the black
hole and accretion disk before striking the absorbing cloud. As explained by Kaastra et al.
(2014) and only based on the X-ray analysis, the obscurer has a hydrogen density of 1.2
× 1026m−2 and log ξ = -1.2 (in units of 10−9 W m) and covers 86% of the X-ray source
and up to 30% of the UV source. Later, by taking UV data into account, higher ionization
parameters were estimated for the obscurer (Cappi et al. 2016; Kriss et al. 2019).
Below, I explain that this obscurer is the upper part of a disk wind which originates
from the vicinity of the black hole and extends into our line of sight. During this study I
explore the characteristics of such disk wind to show how they affect the intrinsic SED and
emission/absorption lines, causing complications in the mass-measurement methods such
as RM.
1.2.2 The STORM campaign: the holidays
The AGN STORM campaign monitored NGC 5548 for a 6-month period in 2014 from
January to July. During almost 120 days of the campaign, the BLR emission exhibited the
expected correlation with the continuum. The lines and the continuum emission started to
decorrelate about 75 days after the first HST observation and continued for 60 to 70 days
(Goad et al. 2016). The abnormal observed behavior is called “the holiday”. The lines then
returned to their normal behavior. Goad et al. (2016) and Pei et al. (2017) note that the
strong and broad emission lines became significantly fainter (e.g. in CIV and Hβ) during
the holiday.
At almost the same time, a very similar anomaly was detected in some of the narrow
absorption lines (Kriss et al. 2019; Dehghanian et al. 2019a), called the absorption-line
holiday. Based on these observations, the lower-ionization lines continued to correlate
with the observed UV continuum, while the higher-ionization did not.
Nothing like these holidays had been observed in any AGN and were discovered in
NGC 5548, this is probably because the data available for the NGC 5548 is the largest and
the most complete data set available for a single AGN. Below I explain that this behavior
may easily happen in any AGN but not be noticed without extensive HST data. Such
holidays affect the observations dramatically, so must be explained and considered in all
AGN investigations.
3
1.3 Discussion and summary
Measuring the masses of he black holes is the top priority in most AGN studies. Among
the available approaches to determine the BH mass, reverberation mapping is the only
direct way to find the geometry of the inner regions of AGNs, the mass of the black hole,
and their effects on the evolution of massive galaxies. This method relies on a causal
connection between variations of the continuum source and the formation of the emission
and absorption lines. This makes understanding the holidays in NGC 5548 so important:
the holiday is a time in which the causal connection was disappeared and fundamental
atomic physics did not seem to work. The holiday tells us that these models are incomplete
and brings into question all existing interpretations.
Below, I investigate the holidays and explain the process by which such anomalies hap-
pen. My modeling demonstrates, for the first time, the importance of “cloud shadowing”,
in which one cloud partially blocks the SED ionizing other clouds. The now-standard
“LOC”1 model of the BLR (Baldwin et al. 1995), and all other BLR theories, ignore the
effects of cloud shadowing and assume that all clouds see an unobscured SED. Shadowing
may be the missing ingredient in understanding the physics of AGN spectra. In this way,
the lessons of the two large space-based campaigns on NGC 5548 have implications for all
AGN research and will influence extragalactic astrophysical studies.
In this study, I use the pan-spectral data from the Anatomy and STORM observations
and simulate the behavior of the NGC 5548. I create Cloudy models to predict the be-
havior of the AGN and explain the physics behind the holidays. The outcome includes a
physics-based explanation for the holidays as well as proposing a new geometry for the
AGN. I also introduce novel tools to track the evolution of the disk winds in all AGNs.
The rest of this study is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, the absorption-line holiday
and the physics behind it are explained. These are followed by a Chapter explaining the
emission-line holiday and proposing a new geometry for the AGN NGC 5548. In Chapter
4, I introduce a novel method by which it is possible to determine the characteristics of the
disk wind based on single-spectrum observations. Finally, Chapter 5 is dedicated to the
general characteristics of the disk winds and their possible effects on the transmitted and
emitted SEDs under different circumstances.
I developed a toolkit which enables other astronomers to detect the presence of the disk
winds and trace their evolution when having a similar dataset available. I also predicted
how a variety of disk winds with different properties will alter the SED and affect the
observations. These simulations are available as an atlas that can be used for all wind-
related studies. The published results from this research form a quarter of all the papers
published during the STORM campaign, with three first-author papers by me. These papers
plus a first-author letter published in the Astrophysical Journal Letter (ApJL) provide the
only physical model ever proposed for the observed holidays and are widely applicable to
future AGN studies.
1locally optimally emitting cloud
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Chapter 2 THE ABSORPTION-LINE HOLIDAY
2.1 The geometry and the obscurer
Historically, our line of sight to the central regions of NGC 5548 has been fairly clear, with
no heavy obscuration in the soft X-ray, although “warm absorbers” are present (Mathur,
Elvis & Wilkes 1995; Kaastra et al. 2000). Dramatic changes in the broadband soft X-ray
absorption occurred and were interpreted as being due to a cloud, “the obscurer”, passing
across our line of sight (Kaastra et al. 2014; Mehdipour et al. 2016). This kind of heavy
obscuration had never been seen before in NGC 5548 although a similar extinction occurred
in NGC 4151 (Ferland & Mushotzky 1982). Soft X-ray absorption by the obscurer was first
observed in NGC 5548 in 2012 and 2013 (Mehdipour et al. 2016; Arav et al. 2015). Here
we briefly summarize the geometry inferred by the “Anatomy” series of papers (Kaastra
et al. 2014; Mehdipour et al. 2015, 2016; Arav et al. 2015; Ursini et al. 2015). Figure 2.1
shows a sketch of the overall geometry, including the black hole and accretion disk which
produce the intrinsic (unobscured) SED. The observer is located in the direction of the HST
icon.
Figure 2.1: The geometry of the emission and absorption components discussed in this
paper. The line of sight obscurer covers 70% to 100% of the X-ray source (Mehdipour et
al. 2016). The gray clouds show other possible obscurers. These will be discussed in the
next paper in this series. The blue blobs indicate the BLR clouds surrounding the source.
Component 1, the narrow absorption line component with the highest outflow velocity
(−1165 km s−1), is also shown. Component 1 is the absorbing component studied in this
paper.
A set of six intrinsic, narrow FUV1 absorption lines potentially associated with the X-
1We refer to the region 6 – 13.6 eV (912 Å to 2000 Å) as FUV; 13.6 – 54.4 eV (228 Å to 912 Å) as EUV;
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ray warm absorber in NGC 5548 (Mathur, Elvis & Wilkes 1995) have been studied in detail
by Mathur, Elvis & Wilkes (1999), Crenshaw et al. (2003), Arav et al. (2015) and Kriss
et al. (2019). They are numbered from 1 to 6 in order of decreasing outflow velocity from
−1165 km s−1 to +250 km s−1. In this chapter, we specifically study the cloud producing
Component 1, which is also illustrated in Figure 2.1. Component 1 is the closest narrow
FUV absorber to the central source, and it is the target of our study since it shows the most
dramatic changes during the obscuration (Arav et al. 2015). This component also has the
greatest assortment of associated UV absorption lines, permitting its characteristics to be
determined in detail. The full physical properties of this component were derived by Arav
et al. (2015). In particular, it has a density of log ne = 4.8±0.1 cm−3, as measured using
the metastable absorption lines of CIII and SiIII. This leads to a well determined distance of
3.5±0.1 pc, placing it outside the BLR but within the narrow-line region (NLR) (Peterson
et al. 2013).
Little is known about the density and location of the obscurer, but the ionization state,
inferred high density, the kinematics, absorption line profiles, and the covering factors
all suggest an origin in the BLR (Kaastra et al. 2014; Di Gesu et al. 2015; Mehdipour
et al. 2015). BLR lags of two days to ∼ ten days would imply a distance of between
6× 1015− 3× 1016 cm (DeRosa et al. 2015). The soft X-ray observations show that the
obscurer does not fully cover the X-ray source. The covering factor varied between 0.7 and
1.0 over the period 2012 to 2015 (Mehdipour et al. 2016). This change may be caused by
either transverse motions of the obscurer, changes in its internal structure, or changes in the
size of the X-ray source (Mehdipour et al. 2016). Finally, it is possible that other obscurers
lie within the central regions, as shown in Figure 2.1.
2.2 The holiday
In photoionization equilibrium, there is a correlation between the brightness of the ionizing
radiation field and the ionization state of the gas. Reverberation measurements rely on
this, with the only complication being the time lag caused by the finite speed of light.
“Holidays,” where the correlation breaks down, are not expected. This section outlines the
absorption and emission line holidays that occurred during the AGN STORM campaign.
2.2.1 Narrow absorption lines and their holiday
Some, but not all, of the Component 1 absorption lines displayed a holiday similar to the
emission lines. Three low-ionization species — HI, SiII, and CII — showed good corre-
lations with the HST FUV continuum, while the higher-ionization species — SiIII, SiIV,
CIII, CIV, and NV — showed decorrelated behavior (Kriss et al. 2019). Figure 2.2 shows
examples of both behaviors, Lyα and NV λ1238. The red line shows the arbitrarily scaled
HST FUV continuum while the blue lines are Component 1 absorption line equivalent
widths (EW). Both lines correlate for most of the campaign, but, like the broad emission
lines, there is an almost 70-day period when NV is decorrelated.
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Figure 2.2: Both panels show the arbitrarily scaled FUV continuum in red, as a function
of Heliocentric Julian Date −24400000. The upper panel shows the equivalent width of
the Lyα absorber of Component 1 in blue and the lower panel shows the equivalent with of
the corresponding NV, λ1238 absorption line. Shaded area indicates the time in which the
"holiday" is happening.
2.3 The “standard” model of component 1
Below we use photoionization models to investigate why some absorption lines correlate
with the FUV continuum and some do not. We first adopt the intrinsic SED emitted by
the accretion disk, shown in Figure 2.3. This was derived by continuum modeling during
the multi-wavelength campaign data on NGC 5548 (Mehdipour et al. 2015) and is used in
all calculations presented below. This is based on a Comptonized thermal accretion disk
model. This model was derived using simultaneous, coordinated multiwavelength observa-
tions including FUV and soft X-ray (Kaastra et al. 2014) and hard X-ray continua (Ursini
et al. 2015). This SED was incorporated into the developmental version of Cloudy, most
recently described by Ferland et al. (2017), and will be available in the next release. We
use this developmental version throughout this paper. Version 17, the latest public release
of Cloudy, included an NGC 5548 SED derived by Tek P. Adhikari from CAMK (War-
saw), by digitizing figure 10 of Mehdipour et al. (2015). That SED did not include data for
energies not included in the published figure. The improved SED used by Mehdipour et al.
(2015) covers the entire electromagnetic spectrum, and includes the observed Fe Kα line.
The principal conclusion of Hopkins et al. (2004) is that extinction in SDSS quasars is
typically E(B-V) =0.013 mag with an SMC-like extinction curve. There are, of course, “red
quasars” that are heavily extinguished (Gaskell 2017), but NGC 5548 is not one of them.
There are hard X-ray observations with NuSTAR and INTEGRAL observatories, and the
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SED model that we use matches the observed flux and shape of the hard X-ray continuum
(Ursini et al. 2015). The SED model that was derived by Mehdipour et al. (2015) is fully
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Figure 2.3: The intrinsic (unobscured) SED available in version 17 of Cloudy(C17) is
shown in dashed-style black line. It was zero outside the indicated range. The green line
shows the improved SED (Mehdipour et al. (2015)) which will be implemented in future
versions of Cloudy.
We adopt the obscurer parameters — N(H) = 1.2×1022 cm−2 and logξ =−1.2 (erg cm
s−1) — derived by Kaastra et al. (2014). The ionization parameter ξ is defined as (Tarter,





where L is the luminosity of the ionizing source over the 1–1000 Ryd (13.6 eV to 13.6
keV) band in erg s−1, R is the distance from the source in cm. For the hydrogen den-
sity, we adopt n(H) = 1010 cm−3 , which is a typical BLR cloud density. We adopt the
Cloudy default value2 for solar abundances, which are generally within 30% of the Lod-
ders (2003) meteoritic abundances used in some of the previous modeling. The transmitted
2More information about the default values can be find in HAZY: https://www.nublado.org/
wiki/DownloadLinks
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SED calculated with these parameters is shown in Figure 2.4, in which we assume that the
obscurer fully covers the continuum source. This figure shows the net transmitted radiation
field at the shielded face of the obscurer. It includes the attenuated incident radiation field
produced by the central object along with line and continuum emission produced by the
obscurer. The effects of filtering the continuum has been discussed in other literature but
within different contexts(Ferland & Mushotzky 1982; Leighly. 2004). The horizontal lines
in Figure 2.4 indicate the ionization energies for the species studied by Kriss et al. (2019).
The left terminus of each line shows the energy needed to produce the ion, while the right
terminus indicates the amount of energy required to destroy the ion by further ionization.
The high ionization-potential species (indicated by dotted lines) did not correlate with the
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Figure 2.4: The expected SED transmitted through the obscurer and striking Component 1.
Each line segment shows the energy required to produce the ion (left end) and to destroy
the ion (right end). In this Figure, we assumed that the obscurer fully covers the continuum
source. The column density to make the transmitted SED is N(H) = 1.2×1022 cm−2
.
In the case of Component 1, we adopt the parameters from Arav et al. (2015), logn(H) =







where Q(H) is the number of hydrogen-ionizing photons emitted by the source per second,
R is the cloud distance from the ionizing continuum source, which is 3-5 pc for Component
1. In the above equation c is the speed of light. Note that the papers modeling the obscurer
(Kaastra et al. 2014) and Component 1 (Arav et al. 2015) use different definitions for the
ionization parameter. For the unobscured SED, the relation logU = logξ−1.6 can be used
to convert between these ionization parameters. For the obscured SED (Figure 2.4, green
line), the conversion relation is logU = logξ−3.3.
2.4 What happened?
We hypothesize that two independent events occurred. First, the luminosity of the AGN
varied, causing the entire SED to become brighter or fainter. This would cause the expected
correlated variations. Second, the obscurer moved across our line of sight, perhaps due to
its orbital motion around the black hole, changing the fraction of the central source that
is covered. We will show below that absorption by the obscurer changes the EUV, XUV,
and soft X-ray portions of the SED but has little effect on the optical, UV, or FUV, where
the obscurer is transparent. This variable absorption, caused by the changing covering
factor, would affect the high ionization absorption lines but have little effect on the FUV or
optical continuum, so would produce decorrelated changes i.e., a "holiday". In the rest of
this section, we investigate these two events in more detail.
2.4.1 Changing the luminosity of the source
The changing luminosity is directly seen via optical, FUV, and X-ray observations. In pho-
toionization equilibrium, this implies a varying ionization parameter, which would change
the column densities of all species. As a test, we checked what happens to the column den-
sities of Component 1 absorbing species when the continuum luminosity changes, while
keeping the unobscured shape of the SED the same. We use the Arav et al. (2015) standard
Component 1 parameters as described above, but we let the ionization parameter U vary
by one dex to either side of the standard value of logU = −1.5. This would correspond
to changes in the continuum luminosity by the same amount. For comparison, the 1157Å
HST continuum varied over a range of 0.6 dex during the STORM campaign. Figure 2.5
shows the results of these calculations. The solid lines show the correlated species while
the dashed lines are decorrelated. All the column densities change dramatically, however
around the standard value of logU =−1.5, the columns of the correlated species are chang-
ing very fast, and faster than those of the decorrelated ones. This is not enough to explain
the holiday. Thus, simple changes in the luminosity of NGC 5548 cannot explain the ab-
sorption line holiday. We must look elsewhere.
2.4.2 Changing the obscurer covering factor
The soft X-ray extinction measures the fraction of the continuum source covered by the
obscurer. We refer to this as the “line of sight covering factor” (LOS CF). Changes in the
LOS CF affect the absorption lines seen with HST since the SED transmitted through the
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Figure 2.5: This shows how Component 1 column densities change as the ionization pa-
rameter changes. The hydrogen column density is divided by 1000 for comparison pur-
poses. The solid lines are correlated species while the dashed lines are decorrelated. These
changes are unlike those seen in the holiday, ruling out changes in U alone as the reason
for the holiday.
Figure 2.6 shows how changes in the LOS CF affects SEDinc, the SED striking Com-
ponent 1. This is defined as:
SEDinc = (LOS CF)× (SEDextinguished)
+(1−LOS CF)×SED (2.3)
for various LOS CF. Here “SED” indicates the unattenuated SED shown in Figure 2.3.
The intensity is adjusted to logU =−1.5 with LOS CF = 0 (Arav et al. 2015). We keep the
brightness of SEDinc constant at 4558 Å (0.2 Ryd), and vary the LOS CF to obtain different
shapes. We chose the energy 0.2 Rydberg since this is an energy where the obscurer is
transparent. In Equation (3), LOS CF = 0 will be the full unattenuated SED and 100%
coverage would be the Mehdipour et al. (2015) extinguished SED (Figure 2.4). Figure 2.6
shows that the 1 keV X-ray absorption is highly affected by changes in the LOS CF. The
hard X-rays are not absorbed and so do not change. Note that this assumes that the LOS CF
is the same for the EUV and XUV, whereas these components may form in different regions
(Gardner & Done 2017; Edelson et al. 2018). Note that the SEDs shown in Figure 2.6 are
the incident radiation field striking the illuminated face of Component 1. The data come
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from the second column of the cloudy save continuum. The effects of diffuse fields
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Figure 2.6: The variations of the SED striking Component 1 for different LOS CFs. The
Arav et al. (2015) ionization parameter is reproduced at zero coverage. The Figure indicates
the soft and hard X-ray energies, i.e., 0.3–1.5 keV and 1.5–10 keV (Mehdipour et al. 2016).
Variations of the obscurer LOS CF produce considerable changes in the transmitted
SED without producing observable changes in the FUV since the obscurer is transparent
in the FUV (see Figure 2.6). Perhaps this can provide an explanation for the correlated and
decorrelated behavior of the narrow absorption lines of Component 1. Next, we investigate
how the column densities of Component 1 are affected by the changes in the obscurer LOS
CF. We used SEDs like those illustrated in Figure 2.6 to predict the column densities of the
Component 1 species measured by Kriss et al. (2019). These are shown in Figure 2.7. The
column densities of high ionization species decrease while low-ionization species change
little at high LOS CF values. Clearly, then, changes in the obscurer LOS CF are capable of
causing the absorption line holiday. The next section outlines the physics behind Figure 2.7.
2.5 Physics behind the “holiday”
Figure 2.7 focused on the absorption line species observed in the HST spectra. These are
not necessarily the dominant or most important ions. Figure 2.8 shows how the physically
important ions change, and includes helium, which HST did not observe. Silicon and
carbon are mainly singly ionized, while He is mostly neutral.
As the LOS CF increases, the column densities of the higher ionization-potential decor-
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Figure 2.7: The effects of changes in the obscurer LOS CF upon the column densities
observed by HST. Low-ionization species (solid lines) remained correlated while high ion-
ization (dashed) species were decorrelated during the holiday, as expected from changes
in the obscurer covering factor. The ionization parameters adopted for the obscurer and
Component 1 are logξ =−1.2 (erg cm s−1) and logU =−1.5, respectively.
behave like the higher ionization-potential decorrelated species. Si+ and C+ are the most
abundant ions, and their column densities change only slightly. To understand this behav-
ior, we must isolate what photoionizes the dominant and correlated low-ionization species
to produce the decorrelated behavior in the higher ionization species. To answer this, we
consider the radiation field within Component 1. Figure 2.9 shows the diffuse radiation
field at the midplane, the middle of the Component 1 cloud. The midplane is a repre-
sentative location, and its properties give insight into the physics of the cloud. We chose
a LOS CF of 96%, which is representative of the regions of Figure 2.7 where the corre-
lated/decorrelated behavior is pronounced. This covering factor is so large that the EUV
and XUV portion of the incident SED shown in Figure 2.6 is faint. The diffuse radiation
field shown is produced by emission from the absorbing gas itself and is dominated by
line and continuum emission produced by recombining helium. Several of the prominent
emission features are labeled. The horizontal lines indicate the range of photon energy that
can photoionize the indicated species.
Examination of the photoionization rates shows that C+ and Si+ are produced by pho-
toionization of the neutral atoms by the Balmer continuum. They are destroyed by valence-
shell photoionization, with thresholds of 24.4 eV and 16.3 eV for C+ and Si+, respectively.
Inner shell photoionization by the soft X-rays is much less important. The HeI radiative
recombination continua (RRC) (for C+ and Si+) and singlet and triplet 2p−1s transitions
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Figure 2.8: Variations of the column densities of different ionization stages as the obscurer
LOS CF changes. Si, C, and He are shown in three panels, from top to bottom, respectively.
threshold for destroying these dominant species. These are all produced by recombination
of He+. This means that the abundances of the decorrelated high-ionization species follow
the abundance of He+ and subsequent HeI emission. Figure 2.8 shows that the decrease
in column density of the decorrelated species tracks changes in the He+ column density.
What is responsible for photoionization of He0, producing He+? He0 is the dominant ion
stage in Component 1 (Figure 2.8). Examination of the contributors to the photoionization
rates shows that He+ is produced through photoionization by soft X-rays from the atten-
uated SED of the AGN. Figure 2.9 shows only the diffuse fields and does not include the
attenuated incident SED. He0 is an important opacity source for soft X-rays. Figure 2.10
shows the continuous opacity at the midplane of the Component 1 cloud. We evaluated the
total gas opacity for the predicted distribution of ions and the assumed solar composition.
This shows the opacity per hydrogen and is multiplied by the cube of the photon energy so
that it can be compared with standard plots of the total ISM opacity (Ride & Walker 1977).
The green line shows the total opacity while the other lines show some of the important
contributors to it. H0 is dominant in the low-energy EUV, He0 is dominant in the high-
energy EUV and XUV, and the heavy elements dominate around 0.5 – 1 keV (Cruddace et
al. 1974; Ride & Walker 1977, their figure 2), causing the stepped rise in the right part of
the diagram. Helium is mainly neutral (Figure 2.8) and Figure 2.10 shows that helium is a
major contributor to the total opacity for energies from 24 to 300 eV.
The gas photoionization rate is the integral of the opacity shown in Figure 2.10 over
the radiation field shown in Figure 2.9 (see Osterbrock & Ferland 2006, equation 2.30).
It is critical to know which part of the radiation field dominates the total photoionization
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Figure 2.9: Diffuse emission field at the midplane of Component 1 with 96% obscuration.
The left terminus of the horizontal lines shows the minimum energy needed to destroy the
ion and produce the higher stage ion. RRC stands for radiative recombination continua and
H I RRC is the Lyman continuum emission
.
the lower panel of Figure 2.11. This panel shows the values of the terms entering in the




×αν . In this equation, αν
is the opacity and Jν is the mean intensity. This shows the coupling between the radiation
and the gas. Only interactions at energies greater than 13.6 eV affect the ionization of the
gas, and the strongest coupling occurs at energies between ∼ 200 eV to ∼ 2 keV. When
the LOS CF varies, the soft X-rays change, as shown in Figure 2.6. This carries over into
changes in the ionization of He0. This leads to changes in the He0 EUV recombination
radiation, which produces the highly ionized species seen by HST.
The upper panel of Figure 2.11 shows the incident SED as a solid blue line. The solid
red line shows the total radiation field, including both the diffuse and attenuated incident, at
the midplane of Component 1. This is the net transmitted continuum which is the 5th col-
umn of the save continuum command in cloudy. Similar to Figure 2.6, the effects
of diffuse field within the obscurer are included when making a table of the SED passing
through the obscurer. We then used this table to generate the appropriate SED in midplane
of the Component 1. The EUV and XUV portions of the SED are heavily extinguished so







































Figure 2.10: Opacity per hydrogen atom is shown as a function of energy. This shows the
total opacity at the Component 1 midplane. The vertical axis has been scaled by hν3 for
clarity, as described in the text.
As it is obvious from Figure 1,Component 1 is between the Earth and the obscurer
so the obscured Mehdipour et al. (2015) SED is what strikes Component 1. The original
continuum used here (Figure 3 and Figure 4 red curve) is now available in Cloudy version
17. This observed continuum is quite a bit harder than the SED in figure 1 of Mathews
& Ferland (1987). The latter was based on observations of very luminous Palomar/Green
quasars. The SED adopted here is based on observations of NGC 5548 obtained in 2013
and 2014 by the Anatomy and STORM campaigns. It is worth mentioning that tests show
that the choice of intrinsic SED has very little effect on our predictions, which mainly
depend on the properties of the obscurer.
To summarize, we have investigated, in detail, how changes in the LOS CF affect the
ionization of the higher-ionization species observed by HST and identified a unique physi-
cal cycle. The LOS CF changes the soft X-ray part of the SED but not the FUV continuum,
so the resulting changes would not correlate with the FUV. The soft X-rays change the
ionization of helium. The ionizing radiation emitted by recombining He+ changes the ion-
ization rate and abundance of the decorrelated species. However, anything that changes
the soft X-rays without affecting the FUV could have a similar effect. This might include
the Comptonization scenario outlined by Mathur et al. (2017), the Falling Corona Model
studied by Sun et al. (2018) the partial dust obscuration model of Gaskell & Harrington
(2018), or other models such as non-axisymmetic continuum (Dexter & Agol 2011) or
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Figure 2.11: The upper panel shows the radiation field striking Component 1 as the blue
line and the radiation field at the midplane of the cloud as the red line. The lower panel
shows the photoionization rate at each energy.
2.6 Testing the covering factor model
In this paper, we did not try to model any particular observation but examined how changes
in the obscurer can affect parts of the SED and result in the observed correlated/decorrelated
behavior. We have identified a physical cycle which can reproduce the observed behavior.
Here we outline two observational tests of this model.
2.6.1 Existing observations: X-ray hardness ratio and inferred LOS CF
Figure 2.12 summarizes Swift and HST observations described by Kriss et al. (2019). The
red line is the HST continuum at 1367 Å, the blue line shows Lyα absorption line and NV
absorption line in the upper and lower panels, respectively. These are examples of corre-
lated and decorrelated lines. These are similar to the blue line in the panels of Figure 2.2.
In our model, the changing obscurer covering factor is responsible for the absorption-line
holiday. The X-ray hardness ratio measured by Swift, a measure of the hard to soft X-ray
brightness, is also a measure of the LOS covering factor, as demonstrated by Mehdipour et
al. (2016), equation 2. The obscurer LOS CF changes, derived by Mehdipour et al. (2016)
using the broadband spectral modeling of the Swift data, are shown in Figure 2.12 as a
17
green line for comparison. The right CF axis is inverted, decreasing from bottom to top,
to make it easier to compare with the other quantities plotted. The upper panel shows that
Lyα absorption line is correlated with the HST continuum. The LOS CF is also shown in
that panel but with a thinner line to not divert attention. The lower panel is drawn similarly,
showing that NV absorption line has a better anti-correlation with the LOS CF rather than
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Figure 2.12: The EW of the Lyα absorption line in Component 1 is shown as the blue
line in the upper panel and the EW of the corresponding NV absorption line is shown in
the lower panel. The red line shows the HST FUV continuum while the green line is the
LOS covering factor of the obscurer derived from the X-ray hardness ratio as defined by
Mehdipour et al. (2016). Lyα absorption line is correlated with the HST continuum while
NV absorption line anticorrelates with the covering factor.
Figure 2.12 shows that NV absorption responds to variations of the LOS CF better than
the HST continuum. Figure 2.7 shows that larger covering factors and greater extinction
cause NV absorption to weaken: NV absorption line is predicted to be anticorrelated with
the covering factor. These trends are in the same sense as our predictions.
2.6.2 Future observations: the full range of obscurer covering factor
Figure 2.7 focuses on large values of the LOS CF because the covering factor was in this
range during the holiday (Mehdipour et al. 2016). There were other times when the ob-
scurer was not present. Although this was not observed, there must have been times when
the obscurer was first coming into our line of sight, and the LOS CF was increasing from
small values. Figure 2.13 illustrates the full range of the covering factor. The behaviors
of the correlated and decorrelated species are reversed for values of LOS CF in the range
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0.3-0.5: The correlated species show dramatic changes while the decorrelated ones remain
almost constant. Very small values of the LOS CF represented times before 2011 when
there was no obscurer. As Figure 2.13 shows, lower ionization potential species almost
disappear. Observations that were performed before 2011 confirm the predictions of Fig-
ure 2.13 (Crenshaw et al. 2009). This motivates future observational tests. Continued
monitoring of NGC 5548 by Swift could identify times when the LOS CF becomes small
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Figure 2.13: The effects of changes in the LOS CF on the ionic column densities over the
full range of covering factor are shown. The dashed and solid lines indicate decorrelated
and correlated species, respectively. Their behavior swaps around in the low and high
covering factor limits, offering a test of the variable covering factor model. In this models,
the ionization parameter for Component 1 is logU =−1.5.
2.7 Discussion and summary
The reverberation mapping method relies on a causal connection between variations in the
lines and continuum. This correlation broke down during the so-called “holiday” period
as discovered by the AGN STORM project. The complications due to these abnormalities
may have an effect on derived BLR radii and BH masses, which is why it is important
to identify the physics which allows such holidays to occur. The fact that high-ionization
absorption lines displayed the holiday while low-ionization absorption lines did not is an
important clue to what is happening. It is worth emphasizing that "holiday" was first seen
in the Broad emission-lines which have a more complicated geometry (Goad et al. 2016).
We showed that changes in the luminosity of the AGN do not produce the observed behav-
ior. This suggests that changes in the shape of the SED are responsible. Strong soft X-ray
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absorption, produced by a transient cloud referred to as the obscurer, was present through-
out the AGN STORM campaign. The obscurer covered only a fraction of the continuum
source, which we refer to as the “line of sight covering factor,” LOS CF. The soft X-ray
absorption was not present before 2011, showing that the LOS CF can change dramatically.
We investigated the effect of a changing SED on Component 1 cloud producing the
strong absorption lines. We have shown that changes in the LOS CF reproduce the ob-
served behavior for large values of the LOS CF. We identified a unique physical cycle in
which changes in the LOS CF have a significant effect on soft X-ray portion of the SED.
This changes the ionization stage of helium and the ionizing radiation produced as helium
recombines drives the changes in the decorrelated absorption lines. Changes in the LOS CF
do not affect the optical or UV continuum since the obscurer is transparent at these ener-
gies. We identified two tests of this model. The first is the Swift measurements of the X-ray
hardness ratio. This can be converted into an obscurer covering factor. This LOS covering
factor does seem to correlate with the high ionization “decorrelated” absorption lines. We
show that the sense of the correlation/decorrelation reverses for smaller covering fractions
in the range 0.3-0.5, which can be used to test this scenario in future observations. The tests
would have to take place when the covering factor is very low. The photoionization models
we produced used a variable covering factor to change the soft X-ray portion of the SED.
However, other models in which the soft X-ray part of the SED changes independently
of the optical / UV continuum could produce similar effects. The Comptonization model
proposed by Mathur et al. (2017) and the Falling Corona Model of Sun et al. (2018) could
also produce the required changes in the SED. This will be the subject of future work.
Copyright c© Maryam Dehghanian, 2021.
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Chapter 3 THE EMISSION-LINE HOLIDAY
Here, we examine the physics by which a related emission-line holiday could occur. We
take the obscurer to be a wind launched from the accretion disk, with variable mass-loss
rate and hydrogen density. Figure 3.1 shows a cartoon with one possible geometry. We
show that for low hydrogen densities the obscurer near the disk is almost transparent and
so has no effect on the SED striking the BLR. However, for higher densities it can obscure
much of the ionizing radiation, producing the emission-line holiday. In this case, the ob-
served UV continuum is not a good proxy for the ionizing flux. Finally, for even higher
gas densities, little ionizing radiation strikes the BLR. In this case, broad-line emission is
strongly suppressed, resulting in something like a changing-look AGN. We suggest that
an equatorial obscurer associated with a disk wind produces the BLR holiday, and may in
more extreme circumstances contribute to causing a changing-look AGN.
3.1 A baseline BLR with changing luminosity
Figure 3.1 shows the geometry of the central regions, including the obscurer, based on
Kaastra et al. (2014) figure 4. We note that the Kaastra et al. (2014) figure only highlights
the portion of the disk wind that forms the obscurer along our LOS. The critical differences
in our illustration in Figure 3.1 are (1) we show the disk wind as an axisymmetric structure,
(2) we show the full wind, with streamlines tracing from the surface of the disk to the gas
lying along our LOS, and (3) we locate the obscurer interior to the BLR. The LOS obscurer
is the upper part of the wind, and we refer to the lower part as the “equatorial obscurer”.
Although some of the properties of the LOS obscurer are known (such as its column
density and x-ray absorption), there is no way to determine the properties of the obscurer
near the disk. The density at the base is likely to be higher than at higher altitudes and
the column density through the base of the wind toward the BLR is higher than along the
LOS, and therefore the wind is potentially opaque. Although our LOS samples only a
specific sight line through the wind, we assume the structure along all other sight lines
is comparable and therefore can affect the whole of the BLR. The obscurer has persisted
over at least four years (Mehdipour et al. 2016). If it is located interior to the BLR at
< 0.5 light days, where the orbital timescale is only 40 days, this longevity implies that
the wind extends a full 360-degrees around the black hole. It thus forms an axisymmetric,
cylindrical continuous flow around the BH and so always fully shields the BLR. For this
reason, it is not likely that a changing CF of the equatorial obscurer could explain the broad
emission-line holiday as well.
Here we develop a baseline model for the BLR to investigate how its emission lines
are affected by the variations of the SED striking it. At this stage, we avoid including the
equatorial obscurer in our modeling, so changes in the emission-line spectrum are caused
by the variations of the luminosity of the source. For simplicity, we do not model a full
LOC1 similar to figure 2 of Korista & Goad (2000). Our baseline model is sufficient for
1Locally optimally emitting clouds
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Figure 3.1: Diagram of the disk wind in NGC 5548 (not to scale). The BH is surrounded
by the accretion disk. At larger radii the BLR is indicated by orange/red turbulent clouds.
The disk wind rises nearly vertically from the surface of the accretion disk, where it has a
dense, high-column-density base. At higher elevations, radiation pressure accelerates the
wind and bends the streamlines down along the 30 degree inclination of the observer’s
LOS to the rotation axis of the disk (Kaastra et al. 2014).
the goal of this paper, which is to test how changes in the equatorial obscurer change the
observed EW of the broad emission lines. We use the development version of Cloudy
(C17), last described by Ferland et al. (2017), for all the photoionization models presented
here.
To model the BLR, we fix its hydrogen column density to be N(H)=1023 cm−2, choose
a hydrogen density of n(H)=1011 cm−3, and use solar abundances (Ferland et al. 2017).
These are all typical values for the BLR (following Ferland et al. 1992; Goad & Koratkar
1998; Kaspi& Netzer 1999). The remaining parameter is the flux of hydrogen ionizing
photons φ(H) (ionizing photons cm−2 s−1) striking the cloud. For a given SED shape (we
use that of Mehdipour et al. 2015, as discussed by D19) and location of the BLR, this
flux depends on the luminosity, so changes in the flux simulate changes in the luminosity.
We assume thermal line broadening evaluated for the gas kinetic temperature and atomic
weight of each species.
The line EWs were observed to decrease as the luminosity increased before the holiday.
Figure 3.2 shows our predicted EWs. The observations report a slope β that fits EW ∝ Lβ .
G16 find β in the range -0.48 to -0.75 for Lyα, Si IV+O IV], CIV, and He II+O III], while
Pei et al. (2017) find β = −0.85 for Hβ. This range of β values is shown as the bow tie
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in the lower left corner. Each of these lines has its own reverberation timescale, formation
radius, and value of φ(H). Future work will examine using EW and β to better constrain
LOC models.
Figure 3.2: EW of emission lines vs. the flux of hydrogen ionizing photons. The EWs are
normalized to the continuum at 1367Å. For most of the lines, the predicted EWs decrease
when φ(H)> 1020, the observed behavior. The bow tie shows the range of β observed for
various lines before the holiday.
As Figure 3.2 shows, variations of the luminosity can dramatically affect the BLR. For
φ(H)> 1020 cm−2 s−1 the CIV EW, shown in green, behaves as in G16’s figure 1b. Changes
in the EW of CIV and Hβ are consistent with G16 and Pei et al. (2017).
In the next Section, we consider the effects of the equatorial obscurer on the BLR. To do
this, we only change the parameters of the obscurer, while we freeze all BLR parameters,
including the unobscured flux, which we take to be φ(H) = 1020 cm−2 s−1. Our goal is only
to demonstrate a scenario that produces emission-line holidays, so we are not trying to fine
tune the parameters.
3.2 The SED transmitted through the equatorial obscurer
As Figure 3.1 shows, we assume that the obscurer is a wind extending from the equator
to at least our LOS. This means that the BLR is ionized by the SED transmitted through
the lowest part of the wind, the equatorial obscurer. Here we investigate how the SED
transmitted through the equatorial obscurer changes as the wind parameters change.
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There are no observational constraints on the equatorial obscurer, but it seems likely
that it is denser, perhaps with a larger column density, than the more distant LOS obscurer.
For simplicity, we hold its column density fixed at N(H)= 1023 cm−2 and assume solar
abundances. Since the broad UV absorption associated with the LOS obscurer partially
covers the BLR and has velocities (∼ 1500 km s−1) typical of the BLR (Kaastra et al.
2014), we assume that the LOS obscurer is near or coincident with the outer portion of the
BLR. The equatorial obscurer must be closer to the black hole since it is launched from
the disk. We choose φ(H) = 1020.3 cm−2 s−1, twice that of the BLR, placing the obscurer
at robscurer = 0.7× rBLR. We do not know the exact location of the equatorial obscurer and
these values are chosen based only on the fact that it must be inside the BLR.
As in D19, we are trying to identify the phenomenology that makes the observed
changes possible and not to model any particular observation (section 3.3 of that paper).
We wish to see how the changes in the optical depth of the intervening wind affects emis-
sion from the BLR. These changes could be caused by variations in the physical thickness
of the wind, its density, the AGN luminosity, or the distance from the black hole. For sim-
plicity we vary only one of these, the density, while keeping the others fixed. As discussed
in following sections, this change, while simple, does serve to illustrate the types of SEDs
that will filter through the wind.
Changes in the mass-loss rate of the wind can cause changes in the hydrogen density
of the equatorial obscurer. We examine the effects of such variations upon the transmitted
SED in Figure 3.3, which shows three typical SEDs. As the Figure shows, the shape of the
SED is highly sensitive to the value of the hydrogen density.
The density and flux parameters chosen here do not matter in detail. The transmitted
SED actually depends on the ionization parameter, which is the ratio of the ionizing flux
to the hydrogen density (Osterbrock & Ferland 2006). Increasing the hydrogen density
lowers the ionization parameter inversely. Particular values of the density and flux do not
matter as long as the ratio giving the ionization parameter is kept constant.
As the ionization parameter increases the level of ionization of the gas increases. The
gas opacity decreases as the number of bound electrons decreases. The ionization structure
changes in ways that produce the three characteristic SEDs shown in Figure 3.3. These are
the three cases:
• Case1 has the lowest density and the highest ionization, and is shown in black. This
wind is fully ionized, has no H or He ionization fronts, and nearly fully transmits the
entire incident SED.
• Case 2 has an intermediate density and is shown in blue. This has a He2+ - He+
ionization-front but no H ionization-front. The incident SED is heavily absorbed for
the XUV energies2, although most of the hydrogen-ionizing radiation is transmitted.
• Finally, Case 3 is shown with the red line and has the highest density. The wind has
both H and He ionization-fronts, and much of the light in the EUV and XUV regions
is absorbed.
2We refer to the region 6 – 13.6 eV (912 Å to 2000 Å) as FUV; 13.6 – 54.4 eV (228 Å to 912 Å) as EUV;
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Figure 3.3: The SED transmitted through equatorial obscurer and incident upon the BLR
is shown for three different values of the hydrogen density. The unextinguished SED is
also shown. The SED is dramatically dependent on the hydrogen density of the obscurer.
High hydrogen densities produce strong absorption in XUV region and strong emission in
FUV/optical regions.
3.3 The response of the BLR to changes of the transmitted continuum
We now show how the EWs of the BLR lines in Figure 3.2 are affected by changes in
the transmitted SED of the equatorial obscurer. Figure 3.4 shows how the EW of the
strongest observed lines react as the density, n(H), of the equatorial obscurer varies. These
changes are due to variations in the SED filtering through the equatorial obscurer. The
three general types of SED shown in Figure 3.2 produce the three different BLR regimes
shown in Figure 3.4. We examine each of these three cases in more detail:
• Case 1: In this low density regime (approximately n(H) < 6×109 cm−3), the equa-
torial obscurer is transparent and has little effect on the SED or BLR. This may be
the usual geometry in most AGN and results in a standard response of lines to the
changes in the continuum luminosity. For low densities, the intervening wind has
little effect on the optical/UV BLR, however, it does emit in other spectral ranges.
This emission will be the subject of our future work. Changes in the EWs of the BLR
emission lines follow the variations of the continuum luminosity.
• Case 2: In this case the obscurer has a higher density (6×109 cm−3 to 4×1010 cm−3).
As Figure 3.4 shows, for this range of hydrogen density, the BLR EW decreases
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Case 1: Transparent Case 2: The Holiday Case 3: Changing Look
Figure 3.4: EW of all observed emission lines and Mg II versus the density of the equatorial
obscurer. The plot is divided into three different cases, labeled at the top, based on the
behavior of the EWs. The cases are described in the text. The shaded area shows the range
in which the holiday observed in NGC 5548 will be produced.
independently of the AGN luminosity and the holiday occurs. Large changes in EW
at n(H) = 6×109 cm−3 are due to the He2+ -He+ ionization front reaching the outer
edge of the wind. Much of the SED in the XUV region is absorbed.
Case 2 produces the emission-line holiday. In this scenario, the obscurer’s density in-
creased only slightly above Case 1. When the ionization front appears, there are sig-
nificant changes in the transmitted SED and the BLR follows these changes. These
changes are independent of the observed far-ultraviolet continuum longward of 912
Å, so appear as a holiday.
One check of this model of the holiday is the ∼ 19% deficit in CIV EW observed by
G16. A smaller deficit, ∼ 6%, was observed by Pei et al. (2017) for Hβ. Figure 3.4
shows that only small changes in the density (∼ 8%) are needed to produce this
CIV deficit. The change needed to produce the holiday is shown by the gray shaded
area. Our model predicts the largest deficits for Si IV+O IV], He II+O III], and CIV
EWs, with a smaller deficit for Lyα EW, and the smallest deficit for Hβ EW. These
predictions are in the same sense as the AGN STORM observations (G16 & Pei et
al. 2017).
Mg II was not observed by the STORM campaign, however we report this line for
future reference. The line is nearly constant when the obscurer is in Case 1 while
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in Case 2 it is slightly affected. This is reasonable, since we do not expect such a
low-ionization line to be affected as much as CIV or other similar lines.
• Case 3: In this case, the obscurer has the highest density (> 4× 1010 cm−3) and
most of the ionizing radiation is blocked. As Figure 3.4 shows, many of the broad
emission lines vanish. A dense equatorial obscurer provides a scenario to produce a
“changing-look” quasar, transitioning from Seyfert 1 to Seyfert 2. Figure 3.5 com-
pares the optical/UV BLR spectrum for Cases 1 and 3. The upper panel shows that
UV broad lines are suppressed by the dense equatorial obscurer. The optical lines in
the lower panel almost disappear. This Figure suggests that dense disk winds could
contribute to the changing-look AGN phenomenon, since changes in the equatorial
obscurer can cause transitions between Seyfert 1 and 2 without affecting the optical
/ UV continuum. The LOS obscurer, if present, is transparent at those wavelengths.
This would remove BLR emission during times when the black hole remained active,
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Figure 3.5: The total spectrum, including transmitted and reflected emission from the BLR
for two densities of the equatorial obscurer. The upper panel shows the the UV regions and
the lower panel shows the optical wavelengths. This Figure shows how phenomena similar
to changing-look AGN, in which a Seyfert I turns into a Seyfert II, would occur without
changes in the intrinsic luminosity of the AGN
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3.4 Discussion and summary
Various types of winds are commonly seen in AGN. They launch from inner regions of the
disk, so the geometry shown in Figure 3.1 might be typical, but usually in the transparent
state (Case 1). A nearly fully ionized wind does not have a dramatic effect on the SED or
lines.
The observed holiday corresponds to a temporary change in the density of the wind. We
suggests that wind shielding is usually happening, but for most of the time we just do not
notice it, because the wind is transparent. Such shadowing can be the missing ingredient
in many AGN models.
Our model requires that the normal state of the equatorial obscurer is one where the
ionization front is near the outer radius of the wind. The ionization-front location depends
on the wind’s parameters. This variation greatly affects the transmitted SED, as the wind
density changes. The original Kaastra et al. (2014) model of the LOS obscurer (logU ≈
−2.8 or logξ = −1.2 erg cm s−1 ) has an H ionization-front and strong absorption at the
Lyman limit (Arav et al. 2015). Later Cappi et al. (2016) proposed logU ≈ −1 (logξ =
0.5−0.8 erg cm s−1 ) for the LOS obscurer, and our tests show that this obscurer transmits
the Lyman continuum, corresponding to the blue line, Case 2, in Figure 3.3. This shows it
is likely that the physical state of the equatorial obscurer is such that the H, He ionization
fronts are near the outer edge of the wind so that small changes in the model affect its
location. This is why small changes in the obscurer’s density (Figure 3.4) can produce
significant changes in the SED and result in the holiday.
This model appears fine-tuned since it is sensitive to the location of the ionization front.
But this geometry has a physical motivation from dynamical stability arguments. Mathews
& Blumenthal (1977) point out that radiatively driven clouds become Rayleigh-Taylor
unstable near ionization fronts so that the cloud tends to truncate at that point. This happens
because the Lyman continuum radiative acceleration depends on the ion density, so falls
precipitously when the gas recombines. This instability provides a natural explanation for
why the obscurer tends to have an ionization front near its outer edge.
Although this paper discusses the emission-line holiday, a simultaneous holiday hap-
pened for higher-ionization narrow absorption lines (Kriss et al. 2019, D19). D19 show that
changes in the CF of the LOS obscurer could be responsible for the absorption-line holiday.
This obscurer is part of the same wind that produces the equatorial obscurer. The density
of the equatorial obscurer, the base of the wind, might change because of instabilities in the
flow. This produces the emission-line holiday, as shown in Figure 3.4. At the same time,
it seems likely that injecting more mass from the base of the wind into our LOS causes the
wind to produce a substantial flow and larger wind. This produces a larger CF for the LOS
obscurer, producing the absorption-line holiday. So, a denser equatorial obscurer results in
a more extensive LOS obscurer. In other words, the emission and absorption-line holidays
are unified by the structure of the wind. This is the first physical model of the holidays
observed in NGC 5548, and the relationship between them.
As Figures 3.3 shows, the SED transmitted through Case 2 is stronger than Case 1 for
energies . 1 eV. In Case 3, the SED is stronger than Case 1 for energies . 5 eV. The
emission is mainly due to hydrogen radiative recombination in the optical and NIR and
Bremsstrahlung in the IR. These show that a dense equatorial obscurer can be a source of
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continuum, even in Case 2. Such emission could explain the significant thermal diffuse
continuum component spanning the entire UV–optical–near IR continuum” discussed in
Goad et al. (2019) and may be the source of the non-disk optical continuum emission
discussed by Ferland et al. (1990), Shields et al. (1995), and Chelouche et al. (2019).
The BLR itself is also a source of non-disk continuum emission (Korista & Goad 2001).
To summarize, we have demonstrated, for the first time, a physical model by which sev-
eral different phenomena are unified by the presence of the disk wind: an absorption-line
holiday, an emission-line holiday, non-disk emission from the inner regions, and a contrib-
utor to the changing-look phenomenon. This shows the importance of “wind shielding” , in
which a wind partially blocks the continuum ionizing other clouds. Large CF required by
previous models (e.g Korista & Goad (2000); Kaspi& Netzer (1999); Goad et al. (1993))
supports the idea the “wind shielding” is likely. It may be the missing ingredient in under-
standing many AGN phenomena.
We came to a model in which an intervening obscurer filters the continuum striking
emission and absorption line cloud after consideration of how they respond to changes
during the STORM campaign. Many papers have considered cloud shadowing as an ap-
propriate explanation for very different observations. Murray et al. (1995)’s study of accre-
tion disk winds from AGN found that a dense gas could block the soft X-ray and transmit
UV photons. Shielding permits wind acceleration to high velocities. This wind produces
smooth line profiles and has a covering fraction of 10%. Leighly. (2004), suggested a wind
model in which the continuum filtered through the wind would better fit her models of
BLR emission. Finally, Shemmer & Lieber (2015) reproduced the Baldwin effect by use
of such filtering. As the STORM campaign demonstrated, and these previous investigation
suggested, cloud shadowing is a key ingredient in the physics of inner regions of AGN and
must be considered in future studies.
Copyright c© Maryam Dehghanian, 2021.
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Chapter 4 A NOVEL APPROACH TO IDENTIFY THE DISK WIND
In this chapter we consider new models of the equatorial obscurer. We do not provide new
models of the BLR but rather rely on the results of chapter 3. Figure 4 of D19b shows
that the equatorial obscurer will lead to a holiday if hydrogen is fully ionized and a He+
ionization front is present within it (their Case 2). All models in this paper have a column
density adjusted so that the optical depth is 8 at 4 Rydberg. This optical depth belongs to
the left threshold of Case 2 in D19b, and ensures the presence of the emission-line holiday.
4.1 Cloudy modeling
We adopt the SED of Mehdipour et al. (2015) in Cloudy (developer version, Ferland et al.
2017) and an open geometry1 for the equatorial obscurer. An open geometry is appropri-
ate when the emission-line cloud CF is small since diffuse emission is assumed to escape
from the AGN. The global BLR covering factor is about 50% (integrated cloud covering
fraction, Korista & Goad 2000) and the equatorial obscurer must cover at least this much.
So, it is intermediate between an open and closed geometry. Inspired by figure 1 of D19b,
we adopt an open geometry. In order to make our predictions more accurate, we increased
the number of levels to n = 100 for H like atoms. This allows a better representation of the
collision physics that occurs within higher levels of the atom. We also set the spectral reso-
lution to 5000 km s−1. Changing the velocity width does not resolve the lines but changes
the line-to-continuum contrast ratio to simulate a spectrometer measuring an unresolved
line. We further assume photospheric solar abundances (Ferland et al. 2017).
With the assumptions above, we computed two-dimensional grids of photoionization
models, similar to those of Korista et al. (1997). Each grid consists of a range of total
hydrogen density, 1010 cm−3 < n(H)< 1018 cm−3 , and a range of incident ionizing photon
flux, 1020 s−1 cm−2 <φ(H)< 1024 s−1 cm−2. The right vertical axis on all plots (Figures 4.1
to 4.3) shows the distance from the incident ionizing continuum source in light days. The
flux of ionizing photons φ(H), the total ionizing photon luminosity Q(H), and the distance





For the SED of Mehdipour et al. (2015) and the observed luminosity of L (1-1000Ryd)=2×
1044ergs−1, the Q(H) = 1.81×1054s−1.
The STORM campaign reports observed lags between 2 and 9 light days for various
strong emission lines (DeRosa et al. 2015, table 4). In Figure4.1 , we show contours of the
predicted obscurer’s column density. As mentioned earlier, we maintain a constant optical
depth of 8 at an energy of 4 Rydbergs, the lower limit to have a holiday (D19b, figure 4).
Next, we combine these predictions with the observations to derive the properties of
the equatorial obscurer.
1Refer to section 2.3.4 of the Cloudy’s documentation, (Ferland et al. 2017)
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Before going on, we establish a nomenclature for the different components that we dis-
cuss in this paper. For the case of UV lines, Goad et al. (2016) and many other previous
work report the total “time-averaged broad emission line (BEL) EWs”. We refer to this
as the “total” emission. Subsequent work by Kriss et al. (2019) model this total emission
as the combination of three components: a “broad” component, a “medium broad” com-
ponent, and a “very broad” component. The sum of the two first components (broad and
medium broad) dominates in the line core, and we refer to them as the BLR/core. For
CIV line, these components have FWHMs of 3366±15 and 8345±20 km/s, with an aver-
age of ∼ 5000 km/s. Our calculations in Section 3 suggest that the very broad component
(FWHM=16367±18 km/s, Kriss et al. 2019) forms in the equatorial obscurer. For refer-
ence, table 1 of Kriss et al. (2019) report that the very broad component of CIV comprises
almost 47% of the total emission.
For Fe Kα, Cappi et al. (2016) report the presence of a time-steady “narrow” component
with an upper-limit of 2340 km/s on the line width, or to be specific, FWHM≤ 5500 km/s.
This is very similar to the BLR component of CIV (broad plus medium broad, Kriss et
al. 2019). Assuming the line is broadened by orbital motions, and adopting the BH mass
quoted by Cappi et al. (2016), they argue that this component forms a few light days away
from the central source (0.006 pc), consistent with the lag observed for CIV. We refer to
this component as the “BLR” Fe Kα emission. The S/N ratios of the X-ray spectra do
not permit a definitive detection of the very broad component modeled in the HST data,
although Cappi et al. (2016) note that there appears to be a broad, redshifted component
underlying the Fe Kα profile.
4.2 Wind properties from the observations
The equatorial obscurer has a higher column density than the LOS obscurer since it is closer
to the accretion disk, the site where the wind is launched. The orange line in Figure 4.1
shows the column density of the LOS obscurer, N(H) = 1.2× 1022cm−2 (Kaastra et al.
2014). The orange arrow shows the direction of possible higher column density obscurers.
The horizontal dashed black line indicates the location of the BLR adopting the CIV lag
reported by DeRosa et al. (2015). To ensure that the base of the wind is located between the
central SMBH and the BLR, we must choose an obscurer with a smaller distance (higher
flux of ionizing photons) from the continuum source, than that for the BLR, the region
suggested by the black arrow.
As Figure 4.1 shows, lines with constant column density are almost parallel for N(H)>
1021cm−2, and their values increase toward the upper left corner, closer to the source. These
lines also represent a nearly constant ionization parameter, which increases toward the
upper left corner.
The properties of the equatorial obscurer are constrained by observations. The equato-
rial obscurer is a source of emission itself since energy is conserved, and it must re-radiate
the energy that is absorbed. If the equatorial obscurer emission is strong enough, then it
produces a second emission-line region between the original BLR and the source. Since
re-emission by the obscurer is not evident in the observations, we must find a model of the
obscurer which not only explains the holiday, but also does not dominate the strong lines
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Figure 4.1: The contours show total hydrogen column density of the equatorial obscurer
as a function of the flux of ionizing photons and the hydrogen density. The orange line
indicates the LOS obscurer’s column density (D19a) and the dashed black line shows the
location of the BLR based on the observed CIV lag.
widths (EWs) of strong emission lines from the STORM data (Goad et al. 2016; Pei et
al. 2017) and the total luminosity of Fe Kα observed by XMM-Newton (Mehdipour et al.
2015).
In general, an obscuring cloud may cover only a small fraction of the continuum source,
as in the leaky LOS obscurer shown in figure 6 of D19a, or it can fully cover the continuum
source (CF=100% in their figure). Here we assume that the equatorial obscurer fully covers
the central object along the LOS of the BLR, which is the preferred situation explained by
D19b.
We wish to directly compare our predictions with the observations. We report all lines
as EW relative to the continuum at 1215Å so that ratios of EWs are the same as ratios of
intensities.
The EW is proportional to the ratio of a line luminosity to the continuum. We assume
that the continuum is isotropic and that HST had an unextinguished view of it. The contin-
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uum luminosity is not affected by the equatorial obscurer’s CF. The luminosities of lines
emitted by the equatorial obscurer are linearly proportional to the equatorial global CF, the
fraction of 4 π steradian covered by the obscurer. The equatorial obscurer covering factor
is not known but must be at least 50% if it is to shield the BLR. We report EWs for full




×EW(pred)∼ 50% EW(pred). (4.2)
On the other hand, the equatorial obscurer is not a dominant contributor to the emission
lines. As a first step in the modeling, we set a limit to the amount of emission from the
obscurer is less than half of the total emission. To choose this value, we were motivated by
the ratio of the flux of very broad CIV to the flux of total observed CIV, 47%, as measured
by Kriss et al. (2019):
EW(obscurer)≤ 50% EW(observed). (4.3)
Based on equations 4.2 and 4.3, the two factors of 50% cancel:
EW(pred)≤ EW(observed), (4.4)
which means any model of the equatorial obscurer that produces lines with EW less
than the observed total values are allowed. We map the obscurer’s predicted emission lines
in Figure 4.2. We also include the observed values as colored lines in each panel. The
arrows show the physical conditions where the obscurer will not dominate the emission
line fluxes of observed HST spectrum.
The lowest panel of Figure 4.2 shows the predicted luminosity of Fe Kα for full cov-
erage. When the obscurer is highly ionized, Fe Kα is strong (dark orange). It becomes
weaker in the extreme upper left corner where the obscurer is fully ionized. In this regime,
there are few bound electrons and there is no iron emission line or edge. The observed
time-averaged value of its luminosity for the 2013 campaign is (2.0± 0.3)× 1041 erg/s
(Mehdipour et al. 2015) and is indicated by the blue lines in Figure4.2.
Satisfying the constraints from Equations 4.2 and 4.3 guarantees that the obscurer does
not produce strong emission lines. For the rest of the modeling, we assume this holds for all
lines except HeII and broad Fe Kα. As discussed below, the lag profiles measured by Horne
et al. (2020) show that HeII forms very close to the central source. We assume that all of
the UV HeII comes from the obscurer. The Fe Kα profile discussed below is consistent
with half of the line forming in the BLR with a broad base forming in the obscurer.
Figure 4.3 shows the regions which satisfy all the constraints inferred from Figures 4.1&4.2.
All the forbidden areas are colored in gray. The right panel shows the variation of the tem-
perature as a function of both the flux and the density. The temperature increases as the
distance to the central source decreases. The left panel maps the Thomson scattering op-
tical depth as a function of flux and density. Gas in the upper left corner of the plot has
a significant column density and Thomson scattering optical depth. Note that the soft X-
ray observations constrain the ionization parameter but not the density or distance from the
center so any location along the line is allowed. In both panels, all the constraints from Fig-
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Figure 4.2: Upper four panels show the predicted EW of strong lines emitted by the equa-
torial obscurer as the contours. The colored lines indicate the HST observed value and
arrows show the direction in which the equatorial obscurer must be chosen in order for its
emission to not dominate the HST emission lines. All the EWs are relative to the 1215 Å
continuum. The lowest panel shows the predicted luminosity of Fe Kα as the contours and


















Figure 4.3: The left panel maps the Thomson scattering optical depth and the right panel
maps the temperature of the obscurer. A and B are two regions with allowed properties
of the equatorial obscurer. The red star indicates our preferred model, which is the most
consistent with all observational constraints
.
As shown in both panels, there are two possible regions for the obscurer’s properties:
Region A: r <1 light days, 1012 cm−3 < n(H) < 1014 cm−3, φ(H)> 1022.4 s−1cm−2,104.6K <
T < 104.8K, and 1.2× 1022cm−2 ≤ N(H) < 2× 1023cm−2. The low-density bound of the
region is set by the luminosity of Fe Kα, the lower bound by He II, and the high-density
bound by LOS column density. It has a Thomson scattering optical depth between 0.01
and 0.1.
Region B: r<0.4 light days, with n(H)< 1011cm−3, and φ(H)> 1023s−1cm−2, T≥ 3×
107, and N(H) ≥ 1024cm−2. It has a very high ionization parameter and is Compton thick
(Figure 4.2). The lower limit to this region is set by the Fe Kα emission. The Thomson
scattering optical depth is τe ≥4.
We prefer region A since it produces significant very broad HeII and Fe Kα emis-
sion, but produces other UV lines with EWs less than half the observed values. The HeII
velocity-delay map sets a ≤ 5 day limit to the lag (Horne et al. 2020). This is consistent
with almost all of the observed HeII being produced in the equatorial obscurer. As with
the UV lines, we assume that half of the Fe Kα forms in the obscurer, with the other half
in the BLR. Below we show that this is also suggested by the Fe Kα line profile, in which
half of the line EW forms in the BLR and the rest is a strong broad component that forms
in the equatorial obscurer. This might be the very broad Fe Kα component mentioned by
Cappi et al. (2016) and is produced in the obscurer.
Region B is not of interest for our model of the wind since the EWs of the broad UV
lines produced by any winds chosen from this region are almost 1% of the total observed
values. Moreover, a wind chosen from region B will be very close to the central source and
will emit lines much broader than what was observed.
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The parameters for our final preferred model, φ(H)≈ 1022.5s−1cm−2,n(H)≈ 1012cm−3,T ≈
5×104K, and τe ≈ 0.1 are shown with a star in Figure 4.3. A wind with these parameters
is our favorite model in region A, since it has a major contribution to the HeII and Fe Kα
emissions. Any other wind selected from region A will emit lower values of the mentioned
lines. These conditions place the wind/equatorial obscurer at about one light day from the
central source. Please note that although the mentioned hydrogen density seems to corre-
spond to the changing look portion of figure 4 of D19b, since the current paper has adopted
a different φ(H) for the equatorial obscurer, the ionization parameter is nearly the same as
case 2 in D19b. This means an obscurer with mentioned φ(H) and n(H) belongs to the case
2 discussed in D19b and reproduces the holiday. This was expected since by keeping the
optical depth constant, we made sure that all of the models in this paper belong to case 2
of d19b.
Figure 4.4 compares our predictions for the CIV and Fe Kα line profiles with the ob-
servations. To illustrate our preferred model (panels A and C), we adopt a SMBH mass of
M = (5.2±0.2)×107M (Bentz & Katz 2015). Assuming Keplerian motion and the equa-
tions given in the first paragraph in section 5.1 of Cappi et al. (2016), the lines produced by
the equatorial obscurer have a FWHM of 18500±3500 km/s. The more recent BH mass es-
timations are about 50% larger than our adopted value (Horne et al. 2020). This represents
the uncertainty in the BH mass measurements and causes 20% uncertainty on the FWHM
of our model, since the line width estimation depends on the BH mass. We adopt the mass
determined by (Bentz & Katz 2015), to be consistent with Kriss et al. (2019).
Figure 4.4 panels A (theory) and B (HST observations) show the case for CIV, in which
we are using arbitrary vertical offsets in flux, simply for illustrative purposes. To produce
panel A, we assume that the equatorial obscurer is emitting CIV with an EW half that
observed and with FWHM=18500 km/s (blue line), while the BLR emits the flux with
FWHM=5000km/s (red line, Kriss et al. 2019). Panel B is the best fit model to the HST
STORM observations (Kriss et al. 2019). Those panels suggest that the equatorial obscurer
could well be responsible for the very broad component.
Figure 4.4 panels C (theory) and D (NuSTAR and XMM-Newton observations, 2013
Jul 11-12, Jul 23-24, and Dec 20-21) show the same thing for the Fe Kα line, but this
time we assume that the obscurer produces the emission line with an EW equal to that
observed and a FWHM=18500±3500 km/s (blue line), while the BLR emits Fe Kα with
FWHM=5500 km/s (red line, Cappi et al. 2016). Panel D shows the observations of Cappi
et al. (2016) in which the vertical axis indicates the data as the ratio to a single power-law
continuum model fitted to the XMM-Newton (black) and NuSTAR (red) observations. The
green horizontal line shows the net FWHM which is calculated by adding the widths of two
Gaussian functions with the same central wavelength position in quadrature (the core cor-
responding to the observed broad Fe Kα FWHM=5500 km/s and the XMM-Newton reso-
lution with dE/E = 1/50, so FWHM=6000 km/s). This results in a net BLR FWHM≤8000
km/s, consistent with the BLR core observed by HST and suggests that the core of the ob-
served Fe Kα profile is in good agreement with the our model. Comparing panels C and
D, which are equally scaled, shows that the very broad emission from the obscurer might
easily hide under the total emission and be just seen as a very broad continuum. This very
broad base may be observable in Panel D at ±7000 km s−1.
The total observed Fe Kα profile (panel C) is similar to the CIV seen by STORM,
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although this is not a strong statement due to the S/N ratio in the X-ray data. Indeed, the
total CIV is consistent with the “narrow” Fe Kα discussed in Cappi et al. (2016). Motivated
by this similarity, we propose that this line also includes the classical BLR emission and
a very broad component originated from the wind, hidden in the noise. This scenario is
a testable hypothesis for our model and can be the subject of future observations with
Chandra / HETG.
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Figure 4.4: This Figure compares our model with the observations from HST, XMM-
Newton, and NuSTAR. Panels A & B show the case for CIV, for which the obscurer
produces a very broad component (panel A, blue) with an EW of half of that produced
by the BLR (panel A, red). Panels C & D show the case for Fe Kα, for which the obscurer
produces a very broad component (panel C, blue) with an EW equal to that produced by
the BLR (panel C, red). It is plausible that a broad base similar to CIV is present, although
the S/N is not high enough to say for sure. In both cases our predictions are very similar to
the observations, suggesting that the disk wind could be responsible for the observed very
broad emission line components.
4.3 Discussion and summary
Here, we have used HST and XMM-Newton observational constraints to derive a model of
the equatorial obscurer. We have shown that the equatorial obscurer, which modifies the
SED to produce the emission-line holiday, is itself a significant source of line emission,
solving several long-standing problems in emission-line physics. The model predicts that
lines should have a core formed in the classical BLR and strong broad wings, a profile
consistent with the line deconvolution presented in Kriss et al. (2019), and that much of the
UV HeII and X-ray Fe Kα can originate in the equatorial obscurer. Finally, we found that
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the obscurer has a modest optical depth to electron scattering and so adds reflection and
scattering to the physics of the line-continuum transfer function and emission-line profiles.
This is a unified model of the disk wind in which the remarkable responses of the emission
lines in NGC 5548 are explained and the properties of the unobservable part of the wind
are derived.
Figure 4.5 shows a cartoon of our derived geometry. This Figure is consistent with
figure 1 of D19b, however, here we also consider the emission from the wind. The very
bright area, the base of the wind, indicates this emission from the equatorial obscurer.
Variations in this part of the wind produce the emission-line holiday (D19b).
This model is also consistent with the Sim et al. (2010) Monte Carlo radiative transfer
predictions of the X-ray spectra of a line-driven AGN disc wind. They argued that a disk
wind can easily produce a significant strong, broad Fe Kα component which has a complex
line profile. Based on their simulations, the wind’s effects on reflecting or reprocessing
radiation is at least as important as the wind’s effects on the absorption signatures. Their
model was later followed by Tatum et al. (2012), in which a Compton-thick disk wind is
responsible for all moderately broad Fe K emission components observed in a sample of
AGNs. Their disk wind is not located in the LOS to the source and still affects the observed
X-ray spectrum.
The electron scattering optical depth could be larger than estimated here, τe ∼ 0.1. Our
derived parameters are highly approximate suggestions of the properties of the equatorial
obscurer. We choose the smallest Lyman continuum optical depth (and H0 column density)
obscurer that is consistent with D19b. Other solutions with similar atomic column density
but greater thickness are possible. They would have larger ionized column density and
electron scattering optical depth. The Thomson optical depths reported in Figure 4.3 are
normal to the slab. A ray passing into the slab at an angle θ will see an optical depth of
τ0/cosθ. For isotropic illumination the mean optical depth is
√
2 larger than the normal.
A region with a significant electron scattering optical depth and warm temperature,
T ≈ 5×104K, would solve several outstanding problems, which we summarize next.
It could be a part of the Compton reflector and so constitutes a translucent mirror in
the inner regions. Scattering off warm gas will help producing smooth line profiles (Arav
et al. 1998), a long-standing mystery in the geometry of the BLR. Gas with these prop-
erties also produces bremsstrahlung emission with a temperature similar to that deduced
by Antonucci, & Barvainis (1988) and so could provide the location of the non-disk emis-
sion. The obscurer modeled here is not a significant source of bremsstrahlung emission,
however.
A model with an electron scattering optical depth ≥ 0.5 could provide an obscuration
required for explaining the velocity-delay maps of Horne et al. (2020). They show that
the emission from the far side of the BLR is much fainter than expected with isotropic
emission from the central source and no obscuration. If the base of the wind is transparent
we will observe both the near and far sides of the BLR. This indicates that there must be
an obscuring cloud between the BLR and the source, acting like a mirror.
D19b proposed that the disk wind can be transparent or translucent. This hypothesis
is compatible with figure 4 of Giustini & Proga (2019), in which NGC 5548 is on the
border of having a line-driven disk wind or a failed wind. This means that small changes
in the disk luminosity/ mass-loss rate will affect the state of the wind. The reason is that
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decreasing the disk luminosity leads to a reduction in the mass flux density of the wind,
making it over-ionized (Proga & Kallman 2004). A transparent wind has little effect on
the SED and no spectral holidays occur, while holidays occur when the wind is translucent.
In this state, the equatorial obscurer absorbs a great deal of the XUV / X-ray part of the
SED which must be reemitted in other spectral regions.
In this paper, we introduced a new approach to derive the wind’s properties. This will
have important implications for future studies of AGN outflows and feedback. We used
observations to discover the behavior of a part of the wind the can never be directly ob-
served. Our models of the wind will be expanded to better approximate the hydrodynamics
of the wind. Deriving these “next generation” hydrodynamical / microphysical models and
comparing them with the observations will be the subject of our future study.
Copyright c© Maryam Dehghanian, 2021.
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Figure 4.5: Cartoon of the disk wind in NGC 5548 (not to scale). The disk wind (blue)
surrounds the central black hole and extends to the line of sight to HST in the upper right
corner. The BLR is shown as the orange cloud around the disk. The green cloud at the
upper right shows the absorbing cloud discussed in D19a. The bright region in the lower
part of the wind indicates that the wind is a major contributor to the very broad components
of the observed emission lines
.
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Chapter 5 AN ATLAS OF UV AND X-RAY SPECTROSCOPIC SIGNATURES OF
THE DISK WIND IN NGC 5548
While this chapter is motivated by the holiday observed in NGC 5548, we are not trying to
model or analyze any specific observation. We examine several ways by which these kinds
of winds could affect the SED emitted by the sources and cause a holiday. These results
should apply to the family of AGNs. Our goal is to show that cloud shadowing can have a
dramatic effect on the spectra, and it must be considered in all AGN studies.
5.1 The disk wind
Figure 1 of D19b shows the geometry of NGC 5548 and includes the disk wind. We refer
to the upper part of the wind as the LOS obscurer since it blocks much of the soft X-rays.
The LOS obscurer can be directly observed and has a well-determined column density, soft
X-ray absorption, and variable covering factor. This obscurer affects the absorption lines
(D19a), however, it does not directly affect the emission lines. The LOS obscurer first
appeared in 2011 (Kaastra et al. 2014) and began to cover the central source. The portion
of the source that is covered by the LOS obscurer varies with time (Mehdipour et al. 2016).
During the holiday, it covered ∼ 86% of the X-ray source and ∼ 30% of the UV source
(Kaastra et al. 2014).
5.1.1 The obscurers
The base of the wind, launched from the disk, is called the equatorial obscurer. This ob-
scurer is the one which affects the BLR emission lines and produces the emission line
holiday. There are no measurements of its column density or any other physical proper-
ties, but it is likely denser than the LOS obscurer and has a higher column density since it
is closer to the accretion disk, where it was originally produced. D20 proposed physical
properties for the translucent equatorial obscurer for which the wind has a constant optical
depth to be located at the minimum threshold to produce a holiday (based on figure 4 of
D19b). However, a wind from anywhere else within the Case 2 area of D19b figure 4, will
still produce the holiday, but will have different properties.
The SED striking the BLR first passes through the equatorial obscurer and D19b argues
that this filtering causes the emission-line holiday. This obscurer absorbs a great deal of
the original SED, so its emission may be significant. Below we discuss this in more detail.
The hydrogen density and the ionization parameter of both obscurers are unknown.
Regarding the LOS obscurer, Kaastra et al. (2014) derived an ionization parameter of
logξ = −1.2 erg cm s−1, however, later Cappi et al. (2016), found a much higher ion-
ization parameter, logξ = 0.4− 0.8 erg cm s−1. Recently Kriss et al. (2019) suggested a
still higher ionization parameter of logξ = 0.8−0.95 erg cm s−1.
We note that there are two different ionization parameters: ξ and U, which have been



























hν is the total ionizing photon luminosity. For the unobscured SED
of NGC 5548, log U = logξ−1.6.
As figure 3 of D19b shows, the SED can be dramatically affected when the hydrogen
density gets more substantial. The situation may be the same if other parameters, like
metallicity, change. This paper examines a range of obscurer parameters to check for
observed properties and possible predictions.
5.1.2 The covering factors and implications for explaining the holiday
Three different types of covering factors will enter in the following discussion. First, the
line of sight covering factor, LOS CF. It is the fraction of the continuum source covered, as
seen from our line of sight. This covering factor is directly measured through the hardness
ratio estimations based on the Swift observations (Mehdipour et al. 2016). Second, the
global covering factor, GCF, the fraction of the sky covered by a cloud, as seen from the
central object (Wang et al. 2012). This type of CF is not in our LOS, and it matters when
we study the total emission luminosity of an obscurer emission-line holiday. Third, the
ensemble covering factor, ECF. This covering factor accounts for the total portion of the
source covered by all clouds in all directions. The ensemble global covering factor is
typically 20% and can be determined from the equivalent width (EW) of emission lines
(Osterbrock & Ferland 2006).
D19a describes a physical model that explains the absorption-line holiday as a result of
changes in the LOS CF of the obscurer. In this model, the SED passes through the LOS
obscurer before striking the absorption cloud. There is a minimal transition in EUV and
soft X-ray. However, the FUV part of the SED is almost not touched. High ionization
species are affected by these changes in a way that the absorption-line holiday occurs. This
explanation is only reliable for the case of a LOS obscurer and is consistent with 2013 swift
observations of NGC 5548.
The equatorial obscurer shields the BLR, altering the SED striking it. The ECF of the
BLR is unusually large, 50%, in NGC 5548 (integrated cloud covering fraction; Korista &
Goad 2000), so the global covering factor of the equatorial obscurer must also be this large
to explain the BLR holiday (D19b). For this reason, a CF-based model cannot explain the
emission-line holiday. The equatorial obscurer, which is much closer to the BH than the
BLR and is likely to be the base of the wind, has instabilities in its mass-loss rate leading
to variations in its hydrogen density. D19b explains that the variations of the hydrogen
density of the equatorial obscurer can give rise to the emission-line holiday.
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These different covering factors matter because they define the portion of the spectrum
absorbed by the obscurer. This affects the ability to block the SED striking the outer clouds,
and also determines the emission from the obscurer. Below we show how changes in the
parameters of the obscurer affect the SED transmitted through it or emitted by it.
5.2 The effects of different parameters-general considerations
As mentioned earlier, two obscurers affect the spectrum of NGC 5548: the LOS obscurer
with its impact on intervening absorption lines, and the equatorial obscurer with its impact
on the broad emission line clouds. These obscurers have many free parameters and varia-
tions of any of these parameters will change the transmitted SED. This section considers
the effects of these parameters starting from a standard model of the LOS obscurer. This
offers a good starting point since it is the one with direct measurements and modeling of
its absorption properties. Surprisingly, there has never been a systematic exploration of the
physical properties of absorbing gas and its effects on the SED transmitted through it.
5.2.1 A typical cloud
Mehdipour et al. (2015) derived a standard or baseline model for the LOS obscurer in NGC
5548. Their model suggested that the obscurer blocked all of the SED between the FUV
(13.6 eV) and the X-ray (1 keV). The complicated changes in the narrow absorption lines,
where their degree of line-continuum correlation depends on ionization potential (Kriss
et al. 2019), suggests that a portion of the SED may be transmitted through the obscurer.
The EUV and XUV portions of the transmitted SED are incident upon and ionize the
UV absorbing cloud. This transmitted SED depends on the obscurer’s energy-dependent
optical depth, which in turn depends on the the obscurer’s metallicity (Z), hydrogen number
density n(H), and ionization parameter (ξ or U).
Some of the physical properties of the LOS obscurer are known since we observe it
in absorption, while no properties of the equatorial obscurer are observationally identified,
although it is arguably more important since it changes the relative strength and response
amplitude of the emission lines. D20 used a new approach to propose some parameters for
the equatorial obscurer. The SED transmitted through or emitted by each of the obscurers
is dependent on their column density, hydrogen density, ionization parameter (or distance
from the source), and metallicity. Here we investigate this dependency by modeling dif-
ferent obscurers with different values for these parameters. We start with a typical cloud,
assuming a density that is typical of the BLR, n(H) = 1010cm−3, and we adopt the intrinsic
SED described in figure 3 of D19a. We assume solar abundances (photospheric), which
is Cloudy’s default value (Ferland et al. 2017) unless otherwise specified. We start by
keeping the optical depth at 1 keV constant at the value that was directly observed. This
largely reproduces the obscured SED shown in Mehdipour et al. (2015). Please note that
the best related models assume there are in fact two separate LOS obscurers with different
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Figure 5.1: Left panel: The obscurer’s transmitted SED. As the lines show the transmitted
SED is very sensitive to the ionization parameter in soft X-ray energies. Right panel: total
emission(sum of the transmitted and reflected continua plus attenuated incident continuum)
from the obscurer for different values of the ionization parameter. The attenuated incident
continuum is included The spectra represent logξ = 2, 1, 0.5, 0, and −0.5 from top to bot-
tom. (There is an animation associated with this Figure which shows how the transmitted
SED responses to the variations of the ionization fraction).
5.2.2 Varying the ionization parameter
We predict transmitted and emitted SEDs by changing the ionization parameter (ξ) but
keeping all other quantities constant. Changes in the ionization parameter are equivalent to
changes in the luminosity of the source. Thus, this section also accounts for variations of
the central source luminosity.
To keep the thickness of the cloud constant, we kept the optical depth constant. These
models do not necessarily illustrate the obscurers of NGC 5548 but show how sensitive the
transmitted/emitted SEDs could be to the variations of the ionization parameter. We ran
Cloudy (Ferland et al. 2017) for a grid of ionization parameters between -1.5 and 2 with
steps as small as 0.025 dex. Figure 5.1 shows examples of both the transmitted SED and
the total emission from the obscurer for five different values of the ionization parameter ξ.
Please note that in this paper, all the Figures which are labeled to be the emission from the
obscurer are actually the total emission, which is the sum of the transmitted and reflected
continua and lines and assume 100% covering factor. The attenuated incident continuum
is also shown.
As the left panel of Figure 5.1 shows, the transmitted SED is spectacularly dependent
on the value of the ionization parameter: clearly, the EUV part of the SED strongly depends
on the ionization parameter while the XUV is always strongly attenuated unless we adopt a
very high ionization parameter. For some ionization parameters, the EUV region is totally
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blocked, and for others, transmitted. When it comes to the emission from the obscurer, this
dependency seems not to be as much as the transmitted SED, however, the higher the ξ is
the more emission is predicted.
Figure 5.1, left panel, shows three different styles of transmitted SED. These corre-
spond to three different ionization states for hydrogen and helium within the obscurer. In
order of decreasing ionization parameter, which lowers the ionization, increases the opac-
ity, and decreases the transmission, these are:
• Case 1) Very high ξ and ionization: Hydrogen is highly ionized, and the SED is fully
transmitted. There is no ionization front in this case. The higher ionization means
that all of the EUV and XUV passes through the cloud. There is not enough singly
ionized helium to fully absorb the XUV. In other words, the obscurer is transparent.
• Case 2) Intermediate to high ξ and ionization: Some of the EUV is transmitted, while
little XUV light is transmitted. In this case, there is no He0-He+ionization front, but
there is a He+ - He++ ionization front. Enough atomic hydrogen is present to block
much of the EUV, and the XUV is fully blocked by large amounts of singly ionized
helium. In some samples of Case 2 (green line), there is a shallow H0 – H+ ionization
front, however in other samples (blue), there is almost no hydrogen ionization front.
• Case3) Low ξ, low ionization: All EUV and XUV light is blocked. There is an H0
ionization front. There are significant amounts of atomic H that absorb much of the
ionizing continuum. This is similar to the Mehdipour et al. (2015) standard model
of the obscurer. This is also the case for the LOS obscurer during the AGN STORM
campaign and was assumed by Arav et al. (2015) and D19a.
All the SEDs resulting from the full range of the adopted ionization parameters fall
into one of these categories. Below we show that it does not matter which parameter of
the obscurer is changing; the resulting transmitted SED will always be one of these three
cases.
It is worth emphasizing that although we are motivated by the obscurers in NGC 5548
and we use this AGN as our point of reference, our discussion provides a framework for
future AGN modeling. We study the effects of different obscurer properties on the trans-
mitted SED. While all of the presented simulations use the properties of NGC 5548 and its
obscurers as input, the approach should have a broader application.
5.2.2.1 A physical interpretation of three transmitted cases
We quantify the effects of these changes on the SED in Figure 5.2, which investigates
variations of the ionization parameter, the independent axis, while the optical depth is kept
constant. The upper panel gives the H0 column density. The lower panel shows the ratio of
the intensity of the transmitted continuum at 399 Å (EUV) relative to that at 1356 Å (FUV).
We selected these two wavelengths because they belong to two separate energy regions
with very different responses to the changes in the ionization parameter, so they quantify
the changes between the Cases described above. HST measures the 1356 Å point while we
expect that a photoionized cloud is most affected by the 399 Å point. This shows that the
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Figure 5.2: Top panel shows the variation of atomic hydrogen column density as the ion-
ization parameter changes. The bottom panel shows the ratio of 399Å/1365Å as a function
of the ionization parameter.
399 Å continuum is strongly extinguished for low ionization parameters, corresponding to
Case 3. The abrupt change in the 399 Å transmission and the atomic hydrogen column
density occurs at the ionization parameter where there is no longer a hydrogen ionization
front, and the cloud is highly ionized. This is the transition from Case 3 to Case 2. If the
extinction changes due to a transition between Case 3 and 2, then the ionization state of the
absorption cloud will not directly track the HST continuum.
5.2.2.2 An upper limit for the ionization parameter
It is possible to calculate the upper limit of ionization parameter U (and so ξ) for which
each of these cases could be possible. This will help to adjust the limit on the ionization pa-
rameter based on the model. Below we calculate three different maximum value ionization
parameters for which a cloud could have ionization fronts and so modify the transmitted
SED. We assume that the cloud has a column density of N(H) = 1.2×1022cm−2. We also
assume that the nebula is optically thick with a temperature of T = 104K.
The transmitted continuum has to be opaque at the hydrogen edge to have an H0-H+
ionization front. This means that all the photons with energies more than 1 Rydberg are
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absorbed by the neutral hydrogen and an electron and H+ are produced (H0+γ −→H++e
−) also there is an equilibrium balance. Photoionization balance is the detailed balance




















, αB(H,104K) = 2.59×10−13cm3s−1, so:
⇒ U < 10−0.98 (5.8)
This is the upper limit in the hydrogen ionization parameter that ensures a hydrogen
ionization front. We can always use the relationships explained in D19a to transform be-
tween U and ξ (for the SED of NGC 5548: logU≈ logξ−1.6 ) .





We assume the cosmic abundance ratio of He/H to be almost 10%. This results in a helium
column density of N(He+) = 0.1×N(H), so to have a helium ionization front:

















in which αB(He0,104K) = 2.72×10−13cm3s−1.
For the adopted SED and an obscurer located at r ≈ 1018 cm (to be consistent with the





⇒ U < 10−1.65 (5.12)
And similarly, to have a He+-He++ ionization front:
φ(He+) = neαB(He+,T)NIF(He++) (5.13)

















⇒ U < 10−0.48. (5.15)
Table 5.1 summarizes the results. Please note that if we use a different location for
the obscuring cloud, all the values for φ(H), φ(He0), and φ(He+) will change accordingly
and by the same scale. Thus, based on equations 5.11 and 5.14, the final results will stay
unchanged.
Table 5.1: Upper limits for the ionization parameter to have various ionization fronts.




These results are more or less consistent with the expectations. The homology relation
between the ionization parameter and the ionization of the gas assumes that the total re-
combination rate coefficient does not depend on the hydrogen density. This is true at low
densities where recombination to highly excited states will decay to the ground state. At
inter-mediate to high densities, electron collisions can ionize these levels, making recombi-
nation less efficient. A “collisional radiative model” (CRM) is needed to properly describe
the recombination process at such densities. Cloudy has such a model for one and two
electron ions (section 3.2, Ferland et al. 2017) but not for many-electron systems. CRM
processes do not affect the X-ray opacity since that is produced by inner-shell electrons.
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The models presented here keep the total X-ray optical depth (at 1 keV) the same. As the
density increases, H and He tend to become more ionized due to the increasing contribution
from collisional (CRM model), and the EUV and XUV transmission increases. Because of
the CRM, changing the density is very similar to changing the ionization parameter, due to
due to the decreased efficiency in recombination. (Ferland et al. 2017).
5.2.3 Varying the Column Density
The column density, N(H), is the number of atoms along the line of sight per unit area.
In the simple case of a constant density n(H) cloud with thickness δR, N(H) = n(H)δR.
It is evident that a thicker or denser cloud would have a larger column density. To see
how different values of the obscurer’s column density will affect the shape of the transmit-
ted/emitted SED, we first multiplied optical depth of the LOS obscurer by four to make
the cloud thicker than what was observed. Figure 5.3 shows the ionization structure ver-
sus depth for such a thick cloud, with an ionization parameter of logξ=-1.2 erg cm s−1.
In this Figure, the vertical dashed lines show three different depths that we will consider
further. These are referred to as Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3 in the discussion below and
we will show that they produce transmitted SEDs similar to those in Figure 5.1. These
depths are chosen because, as the Figure shows, they correspond to different hydrogen and
helium ionization states. The transmitted SED in each case reproduces one of the three
cases discussed above and by D19b.
As Figure 5.3 shows, the ionization structure is very sensitive to the thickness of the
cloud. The absorbing power of a cloud is proportional to the column density so larger
column densities produce lower ionization as averaged over the cloud.
For the Case 1, both hydrogen and helium are fully ionized. As the red line shows, in
Case 1, the amount of He+ is much smaller than H+ and He++. There is not enough singly
ionized helium to absorb the XUV. This means that the obscurer is transparent, and the
intrinsic SED is fully transmitted. We propose that this is the case in most of AGNs: They
DO have disk winds, but if the winds are in a transparent state no effects are observed. For
Case 2, He++ recombines to form He+ while H remains ionized. Both the transmitted SED
and emitted He II photons will ionize any remaining H0. This is why the He+ zone is also
an H+ zone. There is enough He+ to block a portion of the XUV although a significant
fraction is transmitted. The presence of a He++-He+ ionization front causes much of the
54 eV< hν < 200 eV transmitted SED to be absorbed. This reproduces Case 2 discussed
by D19b: the case in which the BLR holiday happens. Finally, for Case 3, photons with
energies more than 13.6 eV are absorbed and atomic H and He forms. This reproduces
Case 3 of D19b: a changing look quasar. In this case H+, He+ and He++ ionization fronts
are present.
Figure 5.4 shows the transmitted SED and the emission from the cloud for the three
cases. The red line shows the SED for the Case 1 cloud. This SED is not strongly ex-
tinguished since there is no ionization front and hydrogen and helium remain ionized. In
Case 2 and Case 3 hydrogen and helium ionization fronts occur, the SED is strongly ab-
sorbed and the diffuse continuum emission increases (Korista & Goad 2001; Korista &
Goad 2019; Lawther et al. 2018).
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Figure 5.3: The ionization fraction of the noted ions as a function of the depth into the
cloud (lower X-axis) in correspondence with the hydrogen column density (upper X-axis).
The dashed lines show the depths corresponding to cases 1, 2, and 3, for assumptions of
fixed gas density and incident ionizing photon flux. Figure 5.4 shows how the transmitted
and emitted SEDs would be for these three different depths.
5.2.4 Varying the Hydrogen Density
The hydrogen density of the LOS obscurer is poorly constrained. Here, we predict SEDs
for different hydrogen densities while keeping the soft X-ray optical depth constant. We in-
vestigate the effects of changing density for two different values of the ionization parameter
(logξ=0.5 erg cm s−1 corresponding to Case 2, and logξ=-1.2 erg cm s −1 , corresponding
to Case 3). Varying ξ is equivalent to changing the distance between the obscurer and the
accretion disk. Figure 5.5 shows the results.
In each of the four panels of the Figure 5.5, the ionization parameter is kept constant
while the density varies. As noted earlier, simple homology relations suggest that clouds
with similar ionization parameters, but different densities and flux of ionizing photons,
should have the same ionization (Ferland 2003). The results for the lower ionization clouds
are fairly similar. The results for the higher ionization parameter shown in the lower-
left panel are surprising because the higher density clouds are more highly ionized and
transparent. This is caused by the increasingly important role of collisional ionization from
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Figure 5.4: : Left panel: transmitted SED in different depths of a thick cloud. Right
panel: total emission (sum of the transmitted and reflected continua plus attenuated incident
continuum) from the obscurer for the same three cases.
highly excited states in the high-radiation environment, as discussed earlier.
As the right panels of Figure 5.5 show, for energies in UV/optical regions, the obscurer
also emits. This extra emission is stronger when the obscurer is denser. This excess of
emission is mainly due to hydrogen radiative recombination in the optical and NIR and
bremsstrahlung in the IR.
Figure 5.6 is similar to Figure 5.2. In this Figure, the upper panel shows the variations
of the H0 column density as a function of the ionization parameter for three different hy-
drogen densities. As in Figure 5.2, the lower panel shows the ratio of the intensity of the
transmitted continuum at 399 Å (EUV) relative to that at 1356 Å (FUV), this time for three
different values of hydrogen density.
Please note that for the low densities, the CRM effects discussed earlier, are not im-
portant and simple photon conserving arguments hold. However, the CRM effects are con-
siderable for higher densities and would affect the ionization front algorithm. This is the
reason that we see different hydrogen ionization fronts for different values of the hydrogen
density when the ionization parameter is logξ=0.5 erg cm s−1.
5.2.5 Varying the Metallicity
We have assumed solar metallicity so far, and we next vary this. Since most soft X-ray
absorption is produced by K-shell electrons of the heavy elements, one can expect that if
we raise the metallicity by some factor, the hydrogen column density will fall by the same
factor to keep the heavy element column density, and X-ray optical depth, the same. We
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Figure 5.5: Changes in the SED for different values of the obscurer hydrogen density for
two models of ionization parameters. Both upper panels have ionization parameter logξ=-
1.2 erg cm s−1. Upper left panel shows the results for the transmitted SED and the upper
right shows the results for the total emission from the obscurer (sum of the transmitted
and reflected continua plus attenuated incident continuum). Lower panels show the same
concept for and ionization parameter logξ=0.5 erg cm s−1.
checked this by modeling the transmitted and emitted SEDs for two very different values
of the metallicity in two different models of ionization parameters.
The upper panels of Figure 5.7 show the transmitted SEDs (upper left) and the emission
from the obscurer (upper right) for solar metallicity (Z) and 10× Z for the ionization
parameter logξ=-1.2 erg cm s−1. Clearly, the transmitted SEDs of the upper left panel
fall in Case 3 category. As both upper panels show, changing the metallicity does not
profoundly affect the SED when we are in this case.
The lower panels have an intermediate ionization parameter, logξ=0.5. Much of the
soft X-ray extinction in the lower-left panel is produced by inner shell photoabsorption of
the heavy elements. Although the 1 keV extinction, mainly produced by inner shells of O,
C, is the same, the extinction around 200 – 400 eV changes significantly. The opacity in
this range is mainly due to He and H (figure 10 of D19a) and little H0 or He0 is present.
There is almost no hydrogen ionization front in the Z=10×Z case because the hydrogen
column density is ten times smaller, as shown next. So, in this respect, the model behaves
like Case 2 with no hydrogen ionization front.
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Figure 5.6: Top panel shows the variation of atomic hydrogen column density as the ioniza-
tion parameter changes, for three different hydrogen densities. The bottom panel shows the
ratio of 399Å/1365Å as a function of the ionization parameter for the same three hydrogen
densities.
Figure 5.8 is the equivalent to Figure 5.6, but for different metallicities. As expected,
for the case with higher metallicity, the hydrogen column density is about 10 times smaller
at low and high ionization parameters. However, there are much greater differences at
intermediate ξ, around logξ = ±0 erg cm s−1. For these parameters, the locations of the
hydrogen and helium ionization fronts, in the high-Z case, straddle the outer edge of the
cloud and large changes in opacity occur.
5.2.6 Summary
All of the above discussions show that the SED filtered through an obscurer or reflected
by it might change slightly or dramatically, depending on the obscurer’s properties. When
the filtering happens, as in the case of NGC 5548, we could observe the original SED,
the absorbed SED, and the reflected SED. Usually, it is not possible to directly measure
the obscurer’s properties, however, by having the SEDs transmitted/reflected through the
obscurer, one can find the characteristics of the obscurer itself, as demonstrated in D19b &
D20.
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Figure 5.7: Changes in the SED for different values of the metallicity for two models
of ionization parameters. Both upper panels have ionization parameter logξ=-1.2 erg cm
s−1. Upper left panel shows the results for the transmitted SED and the upper right shows
the results for the total emission from the obscurer (sum of the transmitted and reflected
continua plus attenuated incident continuum). Lower panels show the same concept for an
ionization parameter logξ=0.5 erg cm s−1.
5.3 LIMITS ON THE OBSCURER: THE GLOBAL COVERING FACTOR
While the obscurer’s properties such as its hydrogen density and ionization parameter play
a pivotal role in determination of the shape of the transmitted/reflected SED, we still need
to know another characteristic of the obscurer, its global covering factor, to determine the
geometry of the obscurer.
As seen from Earth, the obscurer in NGC 5548 absorbed a great deal of the energy
emitted by the AGN since the ionizing photon luminosity fell from 2× 1044 erg s−1 to
roughly 7.7×1043 erg s−1 after obscuration (based on the SED modeling of Mehdipour et
al. (2016)). The obscurer removed roughly 11.2× 1043 erg s−1, as seen by us if it fully
covers the continuum source. Energy is conserved, so this light must be reradiated.
The total energy absorbed and emitted by the obscurer is determined by its global cov-
ering factor (explained in section 2.2), which is unknown. However, we do know that it
persists for several orbital timescales (Kaastra et al. 2014) so the geometry may be some-
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Figure 5.8: Top panel shows the variation of the obscurer atomic hydrogen column density
as the ionization parameter changes for two different values of the metallicity. The bot-
tom panel shows the ratio of the 399Å/1365Å transmitted continuum as a function of the
ionization parameter.
thing like a symmetric cylinder covering 2π around the equator (Figure1 of D19b). This
suggests that the GCF may be significant. To check this, we derive the emission-line lu-
minosities predicted by the LOS obscurer model to examine its spectrum and establish an
upper limit on the LOS obscurer global covering factor.
5.3.1 The Luminosity of the Obscurer
Here we vary the distance between the obscurer and the central black hole (Robs) to judge
the magnitude of the effect on the obscurer’s emission lines. The most significant impact
of doing this is to change the ionization parameter since it is proportional to R−2obs. The
location of the wind in NGC 5548 is fairly well known. There is spectroscopic evidence
showing the wind is located between the BLR and the source (i.e. Robs < 10
16cm). How-
ever, this is not the case for all AGNs, so it is informative to show how variations of the
distance affect some of the wind’s properties to establish a diagnostic for other studies.
Here we illustrate a novel method that uses limits to line intensities to establish bounds on
the global covering factor and the location of the wind.
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Figure 5.9: Changes in the luminosity of the emission features of the obscurer as the sep-
aration between the obscurer and the black hole varies between 1015 and 1019cm. The
luminosities are predicted for full source coverage. The observed values refer to a combi-
nation of broad, medium broad, and very broad emission components observed by HST.
Figure 5.9 shows predicted emission-line luminosities for an obscurer that fully covers
the continuum source, a GCF of 100% and has a hydrogen density of 1010 cm−3. To create
the model we considered a constant optical depth at 1 keV.
The predicted luminosities in Figure 5.9 can be compared with observations to ob-
tain an upper limit to the obscurer’s GCF. The range of radii corresponds to changing the
ionization parameter by a factor of 108. The strongest spectral features are the Balmer
continuum, Lyα, CIV, and O VI. Of these, the Balmer continuum and Lyα have the least
dependence on the unknown radius. We can compare the observed luminosity of Lyα with
these predictions to set an upper limit on the obscurer’s GCF.
Table 1 of Kriss et al. (2019) lists the UV emission lines in NGC 5548. Based on this
information, the observed flux (broad+medium broad+very broad) for Lyα is 8.14×10−12
erg cm−2 s−1 (after correction for foreground Milky Way Galaxy extinction), and for the
luminosity distance given by Mehdipour et al. (2015), it has a luminosity of 5.36×1042
erg s−1. This value is shown with a red dashed line in Figure 5.9. The predicted Lyα
luminosity can be either smaller or larger than this value. The Figure shows that we predict
a Lyα luminosity of ∼ 5.46×1041 erg s−1 for Robs= 10
16 cm and full coverage. This value
is almost 10 times smaller than that observed. It means that, based on the Lyα luminosity,
if the obscurer is located at 1016 cm from the source, there is no need to constrain its GCF.
If the same obscurer is located farther away, at Robs= 10
17 cm for instance, the predicted
value is ∼ 2.85×1043 erg s−1. This limits the obscurer global covering factor to be less
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than ∼ 19% . This shows that there is an interplay between the location of the obscurer,
the emission line luminosities, and its global covering factor.
The CIV line is much more model sensitive due to its dependence on the ionization
parameter. Based on table 1 of Kriss et al. (2019), the CIV flux (broad+medium broad+very
broad) is 7.17×10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 (after correction for foreground Milky Way Galaxy
extinction), and this leads to a luminosity of 4.72×1042 erg s−1. Figure 5.9 shows that
the predicted emission line luminosity varies by many orders of magnitude. For Robs=
1016 cm, the predicted CIV line luminosity, is much smaller than the observed value, as
indicated by the blue dashed line. This means that GCF can be as large as 100%. For larger
radii, corresponding to smaller ionization parameters, the luminosity increases, reaching a
maximum CIV luminosity of 3.19×1043 erg s−1, almost 7 times brighter than the observed
value, requiring a covering factor less than one. We come away with the picture that the
emission from the obscurer can be a contributor to the observed broad emission, and could,
in fact, account for all of it, depending on the location of the obscurer. Next we investigate
how the emission from the obscurer varies as a function of both its location and hydrogen
density, for the three different cases discussed earlier.
5.4 EMISSION FROM THE WIND
D19b proposed that changes occurring in the base of the disk wind, the equatorial obscurer,
explains the BLR holiday. This obscurer is located close to the central source and is as-
sumed to absorb a significant amount of the SED striking the BLR. To conserve the energy,
the obscurer must re-emit this energy. D20 showed that the equatorial obscurer produces
its own emission lines and came up with a model in which the obscurer is not a dominant
contributor to most of the strong emission lines, while it can be considered as the main
He II and Fe Kα emission source. In their model, the emission lines observed are indeed
a combination of a broad core (produced in the BLR) and a very broad base (produced
by the equatorial obscurer). Below we investigate various emission lines produced by the
equatorial obscurer in each of the three cases that were discussed earlier.
5.4.1 Very broad emission lines
Figures 5.10 to 5.15 illustrate emission line equivalent widths for a variety of lines. Each
of these Figures belongs to a single emission line and shows its behavior for the obscurer
in Case 1, 2, or 3. To produce three different Cases, the optical depths are chosen such
that each model of the obscurer falls in the middle of each region of figure 4 in D19b. This
leads to a typical example of an obscurer for each case.
In each panel, the EW of the emission line is modeled as a function of both the flux of
photons produced by the source (φ(H)) and the hydrogen density. To create these models,
we used the SED of Mehdipour et al. (2015) in Cloudy (developer version), while we as-
sumed photospheric solar abundances (Ferland et al. 2017). We produced two-dimensional
grids of photoionization models as we have done in D20. Each grid includes a range of
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Figure 5.10: The EW of CIV emission line as a function of both the flux of hydrogen
ionizing photons and the hydrogen density. Different panels show the variation of the EW
for each of the discussed cases. The intervals between decades are logarithmic in 0.2 dex
steps.
photon flux, 1020 s−1 cm−2 < φ(H)< 1024s−1cm−2. The flux of ionizing photons, the total





which indicates when the obscurer is closer to the source (smaller r), it will receive a larger
amount of ionizing photon flux (larger φ(H)).
Considering the CIV lag and based on Figure 4 of D20, the CIV-forming region of
the BLR has an incident ionizing photon flux of approximately 1021cm−2s−1, while the
equatorial obscurer has an incident ionizing flux of almost 1022.5cm−2s−1, which means the
equatorial obscurer is∼6 times closer to the central source than a typical point in the BLR.
Such an obscurer emits lines with a FWHM ∼4 time broader than the BLR if motions are
virialized. As proposed by D20, the line EWs observed by HST and other space telescopes
are a combination of the broad emission from the BLR and the very broad emission from
the equatorial obscurer.
As Figures 5.10 to 5.13 show, when the wind is in a transparent state (Case 1), it emits
very small amounts of CIV, HeII, Lyα and SiIV. In such a situation, almost all of the ob-
served (broad+very broad) emission lines are mainly broad emission produced by the BLR
and the equatorial obscurer has almost no contribution, regardless of where it is located or
what its density is. This may be the case in most AGNs. However, when in Case 2 state,
the contribution of the obscurer becomes significant. This means that by transformation
from Case 1 to Case 2, there will be a change in the observed EW of the mentioned lines,
which may lead to a holiday.
The predictions are different for Fe Kα and Hβ (Figures 5.14 and 5.15) emission lines.
A transparent disk wind which is located close enough to the central source (φ(H) >
1021s−1cm−2) with a relatively low density (n(H) < 1012cm−3) (Figure 5.14, Case 1, upper
left corner) will produce Fe Kα as much as a translucent disk wind. In this regime, the ions
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Figure 5.11: The EW of Lyα emission line as a function of both the flux of hydrogen
ionizing photons and the hydrogen density. Different panels show the variation of the EW
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Figure 5.12: The EW of HeII emission line as a function of both the flux of hydrogen
ionizing photons and the hydrogen density. Different panels show the variation of the EW
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Figure 5.13: The EW of SiIV emission line as a function of both the flux of hydrogen
ionizing photons and the hydrogen density. Different panels show the variation of the EW
for each of the discussed cases.
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Figure 5.14: The EW of Fe Kα emission line as a function of both the flux of hydrogen
ionizing photons and the hydrogen density. Different panels show the variation of the EW
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Figure 5.15: The EW of Hβ emission line as a function of both the flux of hydrogen
ionizing photons and the hydrogen density. Different panels show the variation of the EW
for each of the discussed cases.
by resonant scattering. There is no destruction mechanism so they can leave the disk. As
a result, Fe Kα XXV and XXVI will be emitted at 6.67 keV and 6.97 keV (Reynolds
& Nowak 2003). In this case, and based on the discussion of D20, both transparent and
translucent disk winds can be a major contributor to the observed Fe Kα emission. For
NGC 5548, this confirms that the total amount of observed Fe Kα will be almost constant
before, during or after the holiday. Indeed, it does not matter which Case the wind state is
in, it will always produce roughly the same amount of Fe Kα.
A transparent wind which is located far enough from the source (φ(H)< 1022s−1cm−2)
with a large enough density (n(H)> 1014cm−3) would produce almost as much Hβ as pro-
duced by a translucent wind (Figure 5.15, Case 1, lower right corner). Table 6 of Pei et
al. (2017) reports that the flux of Hβ had the smallest change (6%) among the other strong
emission lines (CIV, HeII, Lyα and SiIV). This is consistent with the behavior of Hβ in our
model, in which by transforming the wind from Case 1 (non-holiday) to Case 2 (holiday)
the amount of Hβ emitted by the equatorial obscurer is not affected dramatically, how-
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ever, as we mentioned earlier, it is still affected enough to be consistent with the observed
emission-line holiday. Depending on the optical depth, a translucent wind can be consid-
ered as Case 2 or Case 3. As Figures 5.10 to 5.15 show, for all of the emission lines, the
behavior of a Case 2 obscurer is very similar to that of Case 3. D20 explained that a Case
3 wind could be a contributor to the changing-look phenomenon.
5.4.2 Summary
The equatorial obscurer is located close to the central source and, depending on whether
it is transparent or translucent, it absorbs a small or large portion of the SED striking the
BLR. The obscurer conserves energy by emitting very broad emission lines which are
explained and investigated by D20. For several of the strong UV emission lines, when the
obscurer transforms from normal to a holiday phase, there is an increase in the very broad
component, since the obscurer absorbs more energy than before. At the same time, the
EWs of BLR broad emission components decrease due to receiving less energy from the
source. The combination of these two phenomena leads to a decrease in the total (broad +
very broad) observed emission line, i.e. a holiday. For some other lines, such as Fe Kα and
Hβ, the obscurer always emits almost the same amount of very broad emission line. This
means its phase will not have any effects on absorbing that specific energy. As a result, it
will not have a considerable effect on the BLR energy, and the total observed EWs of these




During my PhD studies, I performed a systematic study of the NGC 5548 observational
data obtained by two major campaigns (STORM and anatomy) during 2013 and 2014. This
study includes modeling the multi-wavelength spectra and creating Cloudy simulations
to predict the behavior of the AGN in order to provide a physical explanation for the unique
observations.
The astonishing results from the STORM and anatomy campaigns have shown that an
unexpected heavy obscuration is observed in both UV and X-rays. The other unforeseen
outcome was the never-before-seen decorrelation between the broad emission lines and
the continuum. The same thing happened for some of the narrow absorption lines and the
continuum. These unusual behaviors are called "the holidays" and need to be explained.
I propose that the obscuration is a result of the presence of a disk wind which arises
from the accretion disk. The wind acts like a shield preventing the BLR from receiving
the original SED (cloud shadowing). I model the behaviour of the wind and predict its
effects on the intrinsic SED. I show that changes in the covering factor of the upper part
of the wind result in the decorrelation between the high ionization absorption lines and the
continuum (the absorption-line holiday), while instabilities in the density of the lower part
of the wind reproduces the emission line holiday.
I also show that the variations of the clouds’ characteristics result in a different situation
that can affect the state of the observations. There are times in which the wind is almost
transparent, and so has no effect on the transmitted SED. Regarding NGC 5548, this can be
the case before 2011/2012 when there were no heavy obscuration. This might be the case
in most AGNs in which no holidays are observed.
In some other cases, the wind gets denser, or has a lower ionization parameter, so it will
absorb a great deal of the intrinsic continuum. In such cases a holiday will happen and the
behavior of the lines will differ from what is expected. There are also more extreme cases
in which the obscurer is very dense or less ionized so the transmitted SED is significantly
affected. I propose this might be a contributor to the changing look phenomenon.
The present simulations lead to novel approaches to probe the evolution of the winds
and predict their existence while there are only single spectra data available. I also provide
an atlas of spectra simulations which serves as a guide to future reverberation campaigns.
Based on the results presented here, it is clear that cloud shadowing plays a pivotal
role in AGN variability. Clouds/winds might cover a major part of the intrinsic SED and
thus dramatically affect the expected absorption and emission features. Such winds will
have their own emission lines that form a very broad baseline in the observed line profiles.
Disk winds are common, so holidays might be common as well. It means it is essential to
consider cloud shadowing in all AGN studies.
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